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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Bells Island Waste Water Treatment Plant (BIWWTP) has consistently been treating 
influent flows and loads (COD, TSS and Nitrogen in particular) in excess of its 
contracted limits.  EOL have estimated additional operational costs (such as 
replacement plant) directly related to excess rag, pumping difficulties, and influent 
loads, in excess of contract to be in the order of $75k excluding staff time and 
management costs.  
 
BIWWTP has sufficient capacity to process existing average and short term peak 
flows and loads being delivered to the plant with the existing sewerage and pumping 
system. With average influent loads at current levels the existing BIWWTP can treat 
relatively high short term peaks because there is a reasonable amount of buffering 
capability within the process.  
 
However, as the average influent loads increase over time, the Maximum Sustainable 
Capacity of the plant (i.e. maximum influent loads the plant can treat without failure) 
will decrease to a point where the plant will not cope with additional peak loads.   
 
An example of the relationship between average load and peak load capacity at 
BIWWTP, taking into account forecast estimates of the increase in flow and loads 
over time, is explained using BOD in the graph below. 
 

Figure E1: Relationship of Sustainable Maximum Capacity vs Average Load 
Relationship of Sustainable Maximum Capacity vs Average Load
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Waste Solutions Ltd (WSL) estimated Flow, COD, BOD, TSS, TKN, over the period 
2006 to 2025.  This was compared against capacity measured for each process 
element within the existing BIWWTP.  It has been estimated that the Maximum 
Sustainable Capacity of the BIWWTP will be exceeded in 2008. 
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A summary of the problems likely to cause capacity to be exceeded before 2025, and 
options for mitigation of these problems, have been proposed below.  
 
Criteria BIWWTP’s Estimated 

Maximum Sustainable 
Capacity 

Predicted Date That Maximum 
Sustainable Capacity Will Be 

Exceeded 
Flow 17,150m3/day 2007 
BOD 7,950kg/day 2008 
COD 15,900kg/day 2008 
TSS 9,500kg/day 2011 
TKN N/A 2007 

 
Stop/Start Control of Transfer Pumps 
The treatment processes operate most effectively with a relatively steady flow through 
the works.  Reducing diurnal peak flows will improve the effectiveness of the 
treatment plant. 
 
There are a variety of options for addressing the issue of diurnal peak fluctuations in 
flow and the option that WSL feel will result in the most benefit to NRSBU is: 
 
• Install screened storage/buffering tanks at pumping station(s). 
 
We understand a separate Reticulation Strategy exercise is being undertaken to 
confirm feasible options and to develop a recommendation. 
 
Rags and Screenings 
The existing inlet screens are step screens which are struggling to cope reliably with 
the screenings load.  The result has been regular and consistent passing of screenings 
through to the process plant which has compromised the reliability and efficiency of 
the process plant and increased maintenance costs.   
 
Options to be investigated for addressing the issue of rags and screenings are: 
 
• Replace the existing step screen with more reliable screen (e.g. milliscreen such 

as Contra-shear type). 
• Related modifications to screenings handling plant and inlet works would also 

need to be considered. 
 
Flow/Hydraulics Capacity 
BIWWTP has enough capacity to accommodate existing average and peak flows but 
forecast increases in influent flow will result in plant capacity being exceeded during 
wet winter periods.  It is also important to note that forecast effluent flows will soon 
exceed the hydraulic capacity of the outfall. 
 
Conclusions: 
• Existing plant peak flow capacity may be exceed around 2009. 
• Existing outfall peak flow capacity may be exceeded by 2009. 
• The proposed solutions are to install buffering at the plant and upgrade the 

outfall to accommodate peak flows. 
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Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), and 
Total Suspended Solids (TSS) Capacity 
 
Graphs showing Estimated Sustainable Maximum Capacity for BOD, COD and TSS 
as they are expected to change over time are shown below. 
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Total Suspended Solids (TSS)
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Conclusions: 
• Existing overall plant peak BOD capacity may be exceeded by 2008. 
• Existing overall plant COD capacity is limited by average COD load rather than 

peak load.  Existing overall plant COD capacity may be exceeded by 2008. 
• Existing overall plant peak TSS capacity may be exceeded by 2011. 
• The proposed solution is to install a Primary Clarifier.  
 
A Primary Clarifier would remove an additional (approximately) 30% of the BOD, 
42% of the COD, and around 50% of the TSS.  A clarifier will have the additional 
benefit of increasing plant capacity in terms of dealing with fluctuations in flow.  
 
Installing a Primary Clarifier would also result in reduced load and therefore 
operating cost for the Aeration Basin. 
 
Installing a Primary Clarifier would result in an increase in quantity of Nitrogen rich 
sludge requiring disposal on Rabbit Island.  Options to address the issue of Nitrogen 
are discussed below. 
 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (TKN) Capacity 
Nitrogen disposal to land is becoming a significant problem.  The plant currently has 
the potential (some modifications would be required) to balance Nitrogen discharge 
between a) discharge to outfall, and b) disposal to land. Discharge to outfall and 
disposal to land are both regulated by separate consent levels. Current sludge disposal 
methods mean Nelson Regional Sewage Business Unit are exceeding their consent 
limits for disposal of Nitrogen to currently available land in 2006. 
 
NRSBU has a consent process underway to secure additional land for Nitrogen 
disposal. 
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Installing a Primary Clarifier, combined with forecast increases in Nitrogen load, 
would result in increased overall Nitrogen load to Rabbit Island.  This is a significant 
concern due to insufficient land availability on Rabbit Island for disposal of sludge 
containing Nitrogen.  
 
Nitrogen load to land can be minimised in the short term by diverting as much as 
possible of the Nitrogen load during the summer to the liquid phase and treating it in 
the ponds, the summer season being a time when the ponds have capacity to treat 
additional Nitrogen.  This will minimise the Nitrogen load to land during the summer. 
During winter the capacity of the ponds to treat Nitrogen will reduce and therefore 
more Nitrogen will need to be disposed to land. 
 
Forecast increases in Nitrogen load, even after the Primary Clarifier is installed as 
proposed above, would result in the predicted combined consent limits being reached 
in 2010. 

 
Options to be trialled or investigated for reducing Nitrogen load to Rabbit Island are: 
 
Short Term 
• Secure consents for additional land for disposal of sludge containing Nitrogen 

(already under way) 
• Dewater (to 16-18% Total Suspended Solids (TSS)) or thicken (to 6% TSS) the 

Nitrogen rich sludge using a centrifuge. 
• Divert Nitrogen rich filtrate back to Facultative Oxidation Ponds (FOPs). 
• Modifications to the existing sludge pumping, pipework, storage and disposal 

system to cope with thicker sludge. 
 
Long Term 
• Upgrade Activated Sludge system to a Biological Nitrogen Removal system. 
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• Divert the Nitrogen rich filtrate stream back to the Biological Nitrogen Removal 
system for conversion to nitrogen gas. 

 
Some of the above long term options will also have the additional benefit of 
increasing BOD, COD and TSS treatment capacity. 
 
By 2015 even the removal of Nitrogen rich filtrate from the sludge may not be 
sufficient to keep the nitrogen discharge low enough for Rabbit Island to have 
sufficient capacity, and at that point the sludge disposal system such as procurement 
of additional land, an alternative disposal system, reviewing consents or 
denitrification will need to be implemented. 
 
Carbon Dioxide Footprint 
The Carbon dioxide equivalent foot print of the current plant is similar to that of 
comparable wastewater treatment plants in New Zealand.  The Carbon dioxide comes 
from three major sources. 
 
• Electricity production to provide the power for operation of aeration, pump etc. 
• Release of methane and CO2 from the ponds. 
• Release of methane and CO2 and possibly nitrite from the aeration basin and the 

ATADS. 
 
The proposed upgrades to the plant will decrease the plants carbon foot print in the 
following ways: 
 
• The primary clarifier will divert organic load to the ATAD system where more 

efficient aeration conditions will reduce the aeration energy consumption for this 
portion of the overall load by an estimated 40 - 50%. 

• The installation of biological nutrient removal will reduce energy consumption 
through the reuse of the oxygen initially used to oxidize ammonia, to oxidize 
organics in the denitrification process. 

• The primary clarifier is expected to reduce the flow of solids to the ponds.  
These solids tend to settle and form an anaerobic layer on the bottom of the 
ponds.  When active in the warmer months this layer produces methane, much 
of which will be released to atmosphere. 

• The major reduction in carbon footprint however will result from replacing the 
ATADs with and anaerobic digestion system.  This greatly reduces the energy 
requirement for ATAD aeration, and the capture of released methane, and 
potential energy production from the released methane is also a significant 
reduction in carbon footprint. 

 
It is this last point which is most strongly in favour of the introduction of the primary 
clarifier. 
 
Septic Tank Wastes within NRSS 
 
Septic tank contractors are discharging significantly more tanker loads than was 
allowed for in the design of the plant and this is causing problems at the inlet works 
and within the process plant.  
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WSL recommend that a review of septic tank waste reception and management be 
undertaken by the Operations contractor in conjunction with the NRSBU. WSL 
recommend that this be undertaken urgently due to the recent identification of the 
magnitude of the issue. 
 
Proposed Budgets and Timeline of Upgrades 
The proposed budgets and timeline for implementation of the recommendations is 
presented below. 
 
 

Notes: 
1. The estimated Budgets are rough order figures, and more refined costs are 

recommended for funding committal purposes. 
2. The budget for review of reticulation strategy has not been included as 

procurement for this is believed to be already under way 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 
The Bells Island Sewage Treatment Plant (BIWWTP) was commissioned in 1983.  
The original design population for the BIWWTP was 33,000 and the plant consisted 
of a fully mixed aeration basin, three facultative oxidation ponds (in parallel), two 
maturation ponds (in series), and a tidal discharge.  The original concept allowed for 
expansion by the addition of one extra aeration basin (alongside the existing aeration 
basin), and extra facultative ponds as required.   
 
The BIWWTP operated successfully for about five years until overloading of the 
facultative oxidation ponds (FOPs) was noticed in the late 1980’s.  A major result of 
overloading was the generation of malodour.  Investigations were undertaken and it 
was concluded that the cause of the overloading was a combination of stratification 
and organic load build-up in the ponds considerably in excess of treatment capacities.  
As a consequence of the high organic load all oxidation pond oxygen was quickly 
assimilated, causing anaerobic and putrefactive conditions and noticeable malodour 
production. 
 
A review of the BIWWTP in 1992 confirmed that sludge build-up was a primary 
factor causing the overloading and it was recommended that desludging of the 
oxidation ponds should be commenced.  This was undertaken over the period 1993-
1995.   
 
Other recommendations from the 1992 review were to: 
 
• Install mechanical aeration mixing on the three facultative oxidation ponds. 
 
• Install a clarifier and sludge processing plant to remove the sludge, thereby 

significantly reducing the build-up of waste aerobic sludge. 
 
The Nelson Regional Sewerage Authority (NRSA) adopted these recommendations 
and installed mechanical aeration on the facultative oxidation ponds, a clarifier, and 
Autothermal Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion (ATAD) sludge processing equipment.  
These upgrades were completed in 1996.  Following commissioning of the 1996 
upgrade, several operational issues became apparent: 
 
(a) Overloading of the aeration basin caused malodours. 
 
(b) A fungal parasite had infected the ponds, reducing the algal population for short 

periods with consequential generation of malodours. 
 
(c) Improved solids capture through recycling of sludge was desirable in the 

clarifiers to reduce solids loadings on the FOPs. 
 
(d) High nitrogen levels in the biosolids processed by the ATAD plant led to a 

requirement for additional land to maintain biosolids application rates within 
consent limits for nitrogen. 
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(e) The operation of the ATAD and sludge processing plant needed improvements 
to the aeration and mixing equipment. 

 
(f) There were reported high hydrogen sulphide levels around the inlet basin which 

needed to be addressed. 
 
The NRSA identified the main issue affecting the plant as overloading of the aeration 
basin.  At peak periods the basin is unable to adequately aerate the effluent, and the 
symptoms of this are the generation of malodour which is offensive to residents in the 
surrounding urban areas and to staff at the treatment plant. 
 
In 2003 NSRBU tendered the design, construction and operation of a retrofit at the 
Bells Island Waste Water Treatment Plant (BIWWTP) and this upgrade was 
implemented during 2004 and 2005.  After the acceptance of the tender, but prior to 
the construction, it became apparent that the influent parameters to the Bells Island 
Facility could, at times, exceed the design parameters used for the upgrade.  However, 
NRSBU decided to continue with the tender and to review the situation after the 
installation of the 2004-2005 upgrade. 
 
Subsequent to the upgrade, the BIWWTP was operated by the contractor and it has 
been found that the system installed not only meets the conditions of the resource 
consents, but exceeds its performance requirements overall.  However, due to the 
influent loads exceeding the contract and design loads the plant now requires 
significantly more management than was expected by the contractor, and performance 
issues are likely to occur if additional treatment capacity is not installed. 
 
The excess loads seen early in the operation of the upgraded facility are in breach of 
contract with the contractor, and therefore effectively void the performance 
guarantees for the system.  Since the initial operation the loads appear to have reduced 
somewhat and now rather than all influent contaminants being in excess of the 
contracted values only Suspended Solids, Nitrogen, and COD are high.  The higher 
than design loads make the facility more vulnerable to performance issues, increasing 
the risks to NRSBU. 
 
During the upgrade, discussions were undertaken with contributors regarding their 
expected loads to assist in setting design parameters.  Subsequent to this loading 
information has been received from the various contributors.  The DWTse report 
“NRSBU-Bells Island Capacity Option Review, 2005” evaluated this information and 
projected growth to determine the projected loads for the year 2025.  The executive 
summary of this report can be found in Appendix A.  The parameters recommended 
in The DWTse report have been modified in this report to take account of recent 
information provided by United Gooder Ltd. (United Gooder) with respect to the 
imported sludge from the Nelson Wastewater Treatment Plant (NWWTP), and to 
account for the newly estimated long term peak design load that has been forwarded 
from each of the main contributors to the scheme. Increased nitrogen monitoring on 
the Bells Island influent has shown nitrogen content to be higher than originally 
thought, with a strong possibility that the nitrogen mass is getting sufficiently high 
such that the biosolids disposal system will not be able to accommodate the entire 
nitrogen load.   
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The report is also intended to review the newly upgraded facility and summarise the 
capacity constraints for the various sections of the treatment plant.  Further detail on 
the principle objectives of the report are discussed in the following section. 

1.2 The Brief 
The NRSBU resolved to review the BIWWTP processes and to prepare a defined 
upgrade path to allow for future loadings.  Accordingly, a brief was prepared with the 
objective: 
 

“To upgrade the existing treatment processes on Bells Island to produce compliant 
effluent with current projected loadings to the Year 2025 or to provide a defined 

upgrade path to accommodate the projected loadings to the Year 2025.” 
 
The initial work undertaken on the above brief was undertaken by DWTse in 2005, 
producing a report outlining the recommended design loads, reviewing the various 
options available and identifying one option as the appropriate for the site.  A peer 
review of the DWTse report suggested that the actual capacity of the unit processes at 
the BIWWTP should be determined because that trial operations period have shown 
that some units exceeded their design capacities.  Subsequently Waste Solutions Ltd 
was engaged by NRSBU to undertake this review. 
 
The review requires consideration of a number of specific issues including: 
 
• Review of the actual capacities of the individual unit operations, by testing these 

units. 
 
• Assessment of the operational constraints that are faced within the operation of 

the existing facilities. 
 
• Review and document options for reducing the issues associated with the high 

nitrogen mass load being discharged to the Rabbit Island Biosolids Disposal 
Facility. 

 
For this review it has been necessary to review the operational data for the treatment 
plant as available from EOL, the discharge criteria from the resource consent 
monitoring and the biosolids treatment and disposal data from NRSBU and undertake 
operational changes to certain parts of the processes for a temporary period. 
 
It has been found that significant amounts of data are available but as always happens 
with investigations of this type, some of the data sets provide conflicting assessments, 
and at times there is insufficient data available on which to base conclusions. 
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1.3 Objectives of the Report 
This report focuses on two principal objectives: 

Principal Objective 1 
The first objective is to identify the “bottle necks” that constrain the capacity of the 
BIWWTP in its current configuration. 

Principal Objective 2 
The second objective is to identify and discuss, with rough order costing, the available 
methods for removing nitrogen from the system, to allow the Rabbit Island Biosolids 
Disposal Facility to accept the Biosolids. 

1.4 MWH Review 
The MWH review of the original Duffill Watts & Tse report has been considered in 
the preparation of this report.  This report addresses most of the issues raised in the 
review in the relevant sections.  MWH expressed a requirement for at least 5 years of 
data prior to making any process assessment.  WSL agree that this is desirable but the 
plant has only been operating in the current form for just over two years.  As such any 
data collected on streams within the plant and for the discharges are not valid for the 
current form of the plant.  Even the influent data older than about two years is not 
particularly relevant as both ENZA and Alliance have made major changes to their 
own treatment processes.  Also the municipal wastewaters have changed to some 
extent due to the addition of new areas and changes to the pipework and pumping 
regimes. 
 
WSL has focused on data collected since May 2005 when the plant in its present form 
was commissioned.  The data has come from NRSBU records and from EOL and 
TCL operational records.  This data includes: 
 
• Trial operations period data 
• NRSBU flows and loads spreadsheet 
• EOL monthly data records 
• Soluble testing conducted in the period of November 2005 to April 2006 
• Data collected specifically for this report 
• Flow profiles, DO records etc from the plant SCADA 
• The NRSBU TKN monitoring spreadsheet 
• The NRSBU consent report for the previous year 
• WSL’s Knowledge of the plant and the unit operations involved. 
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2.0 UNIT OPERATIONS CAPACITY LIMITS 

The following Section briefly discusses BIWWTP limiting capacities for each unit 
operation.  Data obtained from this plant is based on a combination of historical data 
records and some specific test results, which involved artificial influent flows and 
loads into the unit operations. 
 
Note that capacity limitations were calculated using the assumption that Chemical 
Oxygen Demand (COD) and Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD) are both measures 
of the polluting ability of the wastewater in terms of oxygen demand.  Neither of the 
tests are a perfect representation of the Oxygen demand within the system.  COD does 
not measure the oxygen demand of ammonia but does measure the demand exerted by 
some chemicals that will not actually demand oxygen in the receiving environment.  
This non realised demand is known as “inert COD” and is typically in the range of 40 
– 100g/m3 for municipal sewage.  BOD is usually measured as BOD5 which is the 
oxygen demand exerted in an incubated and bacterially seeded sample of the fluid 
over 5 days at 20˚C.  However, this is not the full measure as oxygen demand can be 
exerted for much longer than 5 days by many wastewaters, and the seed bacteria need 
to be well acclimatised to the waste.  The full BOD demand is known as the Ultimate 
BOD (BODu).  BODu is rarely measured in practice due to the very long test times 
required (a minimum of 28 days).  The ratio between BOD5 and BODu is dependent 
on the specific wastewater and may vary widely on a day to day basis for any 
particular wastewater.  The BOD5 test tends to give variable results particularly for 
industrial wastewaters.  Because of this and the much shorter analysis time, COD is 
used at Bells Island as the main monitor of organic load at Bells Island. For the 
purpose of analysis, the relationship between BOD5 and COD is assumed to be BOD5 
= COD/2.  BOD5 is not a parameter that can be mass balanced with any accuracy 
through a treatment plant because the various unit operations can alter the fraction of 
BODu that can be degraded in 5 days. 
 
The following mass balances shown in figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 detail the flows 
through BIWWTP taking into account the existing arrangement, future addition and 
NWWTP sludge, and proposed future upgrades. 
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Figure 2.1: Mass Balance Schematic Outlining the Path of Flow through the  
Plant - 2007 
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Figure 2.2: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant 2007, 
with NWWTP sludge added 
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Figure 2.3: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant – 
2009, NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary clarifier 

 

    
A full set of mass balances for COD, TSS, flow and nitrogen can be found in 
Appendix B.  These cover the current situation, the addition of NWWTP sludge late 
this year and the addition of a primary clarifier in approximately 2007. 
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2.1 Inlet Works 
During normal dry weather flow conditions, pumped influent flows to the inlet works 
vary significantly from 0 – 450 Litre per Second (ℓ/s) on a more or less step change 
basis 2 – 6 times per hour.  The average dry weather flow is about 140ℓ/s.  Pumping 
events of approximately 650ℓ/s are experienced typically 1 – 3 times a day.  These 
appear to be mostly programmed “pump out” events. These issues are being dealt 
with as part of a review of the reticulation strategy that is programmed to be 
undertaken in early 2007. 
 
Diurnal peak flows typically occur in between 8 am – 12 pm and 4 pm – 8 pm.  Under 
dry weather flow conditions the diurnal peaking factor is approximately 1.65 on a four 
hour composite flow basis. 
 
Flows that exceed 525ℓ/s bypass automatically to the facultative pond (F1) instead of 
flowing into the grit chamber.  The purpose is to prevent the possibility of highly 
variable flows that may affect the desired treatment efficiency to the Activated Sludge 
(AS) system and because some of the downstream units up to and including chamber 
C3 cannot effectively accept flows in excess of 525ℓ/s.  Since the pump station pumps 
out flows of 525ℓ/s or more on a daily basis, this means that there is often some 
bypassing of influent to F1.  Examination of the bypassed flows during the stress 
testing period showed a typical daily bypass of roughly 265m3. 
 
For the purposes of the mass balances a lower bypassing figure has been used in 
anticipation of improvements to the pumping regime. 

2.2 Grit Chamber 
The grit chamber is designed to treat influent flows up to 800ℓ/s.  However, the 
current system is set up to accept up to 525ℓ/s maximum at present.  In order to 
increase the flow capacity through the grit chamber, the weir in the inlet works will 
need to be raised to provide additional head between the inlet works and the grit 
chamber.  This would have implication s for on shore pumping head requirements. 

2.3 Chamber C2 
Chamber C2 can handle existing flows up to about 525ℓ/s.  To increase flows 
significantly to the chamber, additional head has to be supplied at the inlet works. 
 
The initial intention of C2 design was to split the influent stream between the AS 
system and the facultative ponds to maintain their desired flows.  However, effective 
control of the flow split into their respective systems is practically impossible because 
of the nature of highly variable influent flows into Bells Island WWTP.  As a result 
the gates in between these two systems are controlled manually with one gate open 
and the other shut at any one time.  This results in on/off feeding of the Activated 
Sludge culture which appears to result in excessive foaming and deterioration of 
sludge quality and settling performance.  These issues will be largely overcome with 
the implementation of the reticulation strategy referenced above. 
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2.4 Aeration Basin 
The peak daily oxygen supply was assessed to be about 450 kgO2/hr.  This was 
determined by mass balance and from calculation from first principles using 
equipment supplier testing data.  The aeration equipment oxygen supply appears to 
match the current O2 demand in the aeration basin.  The DO in the aeration basin is 
typically measured at 0.4mg/ℓ.  This is commonly regarded as too low for significant 
nitrification to occur.  An increase in oxygen supply to 600kgO2/hr would increase the 
capacity of the aeration basin to treat the influent loads.  However, above 600kgO2/hr 
the aeration basin would become limited by bacterial mass.  To increase the bacterial 
mass would require a second clarifier or alternatively a membrane system to allow a 
much higher Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids (MLSS) concentration or the aeration 
basin volume would need to be increased through the addition of a second basin.  A 
second aeration basin is preferred from a cost point of view. 
 
The sludge in the aeration basin will have a limited ability to accept influent 
particulate matter before clarifier effluent quality deteriorates.  There was no practical 
way to test for this limit within the constraints of the Bells Island system.  
Examination of the historical data and anecdotal evidence suggests that the observed 
peak TSS loads exceed this limit and result in a higher TSS level in the clarifier 
effluent which in turn impacts negatively on pond performance.  These relationships 
do not exist in isolation and so it is expected that the TSS assimilation ability of the 
aeration basin may vary due to its prior loading history and other operational 
parameters, such as the amount of time the aeration basin is without food when the 
bypass direct to Chamber C3 is in operation. 
 
Historically the aeration basin has been able to accept a 2 day peak COD load of 
24,000kg COD/day, which corresponds to a BOD load of approximately 9,600kg 
BOD5/day.  This occurred during a winter period of average flow and at a time when 
the Activated Sludge system was in good health.  It is important to note that at the 
time little or no bypassing of load to the FOPs was occurring.  As a result of the high 
COD load the clarifier effluent showed a short term peak in TSS from an average of 
65mg/ℓ to a peak of 85mg/ℓ.  COD climbed from 170mg/ℓ to a peak of 332 mg/ℓ.  
However the aeration basin sludge settleability as measured by Solids Volume Index 
(SVI) showed a significant deterioration rising from a range of 80 – 100 to 160 – 
200ml/g TSS.  This suggests that the Aeration basin was adversely affected, but under 
the right conditions can handle a short term load of 24,000kg/d. 
 
However in the summer, when bypassing of the Activated Sludge system occurs 
regularly, the stability of the aeration basin system is reduced.  For example, a 2 day 
average load of 16,167kg COD/day or roughly 6500kg BOD5/day resulted in clarifier 
effluent degradation from an average of 40mg TSS/ℓ to 175 mg TSS/ℓ.  The clarifier 
effluent COD went from an average of 123mg COD/ℓ to 368mg COD/ℓ. 
 
Similar patterns are observed for other such events.  Overall the TSS in the clarifier 
effluent seems to be robust during the periods when bypassing is avoided and more 
unstable when bypassing is occurring.  COD in the clarifier effluent seems to be less 
stable and will rise for a few days when even relatively small peaks occur.  Again this 
is worse during bypassing periods when an increase of 1000kg COD/day is sufficient 
to increase effluent COD.  In the winter or no bypassing period it seems to take a 2 
day peak of over 16,000 mg COD/ℓ to give the same degree of rise in effluent COD. 
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These variations in the performance of the Activated Sludge system have not had any 
noticeable effect on the plant outfall parameters.  The peak events are of short 
duration and the ponds large and healthy enough to buffer out the increase in loads 
from the activated sludge system.  However, if the clarifier effluent continued at these 
elevated levels then the pond performance is likely to suffer. 
 
There appears to be two separate mechanisms that influence the clarifier effluent 
parameters, one for the Effluent COD and one for the TSS.   
 
Peaks in the COD influent load overwhelm the sorbtive capacity of the MLSS in the 
aeration basin.  This capacity is largely a function of the mass of MLSS held in the 
aeration basin.  However the sludge health and the recent loading history also effect 
the sorbtive capacity.  Where the MLSS concentration can be maintained at 4,000 -
4,500mg/ℓ the system can accept influent loads of about 16,000kg COD/day or about 
6,400kg BOD/day before significant break through of COD occurs.  Under most 
circumstances the ponds can buffer this short term peak.   
 
Peaks in the clarifier effluent TSS seem to be related to flow.  A high sustained flow 
will cause a rise in effluent TSS.  Peak influent COD loads of themselves do not cause 
a marked rise in effluent TSS unless associated with high flow.  These 
“breakthroughs” are more related to the health of the sludge.  Influent COD, BOD and 
TSS peak loads have an indirect effect through “dilution” of the sludge and through 
physiological influences of bacterial selection.  The dilution effect is a result of the 
sludge capturing influent TSS and adsorbing soluble COD and BOD.  The ratio of 
bacteria to non-bacterial solids in the sludge is decreased reducing sludge health and 
ability to treat further influent materials.  Where there is a reasonable period of low to 
average loading the bacteria consume the captured material restoring their capacity.  
There is a risk that if the influent loads are not low enough for long enough the 
bacteria do not consume the entrapped material and so have a reduced capacity to deal 
with the next peak load. 
 
As well as the capacity reduction discussed above influent peak loads also effect the 
sludge health as indicated by the Sludge Volume Index (SVI).  A combination of non-
bacterial matter, changes to surface charge and selection for poorly floccing bacteria 
results in sludge which does not settle as well or thicken up as much in the clarifier.  
This reduces the peak flow handling capacity of the clarifier and reduces the ability to 
return activated sludge to the aeration basin reducing the ability to control of the 
sludge inventory.  
 
There does not appear to be as direct a correlation between influent TSS load and the 
effluent from the clarifier.  The peak TSS loads have a longer term effect on sludge 
settleability and also have a longer term effect on the capacity of the sludge to uptake 
further peaks solids loads.  As discussed above the rate of recovery depends on the 
subsequent influent loads being low enough for long enough. 

2.5 Clarifier 
Based on the historical design data, the desired peak flow to the clarifier is about 
425ℓ/s.  Design guidelines suggested that the usual peak TSS load allowed should not 
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be more than 8350kg/hr.  In case of peak flow conditions, the peak load can reach 
9153kg/hr, but this normally only occurs for a short period, i.e. approximately 20 – 30 
minutes 0 – 3 times per day.  Observations on site found that during high rainfall 
events where the flow exceeds the maximum peak flow condition for an extended 
period, the sludge would rise and overflow through the weir.   
 
On certain occasions, high sludge carry over still occurs even though the inflow to the 
clarifier is well below 425ℓ/s.  Therefore, it is likely that the sludge in the AS system 
is in poor quality condition.  As mentioned in the previous section, periods of no feed 
to the aeration basin appear to result in poor settling sludge and carry over of sludge 
in the clarifier overflow even at relatively low flow rates.  This occurs with relative 
frequency and appears to be the actual rate limiting factor for the clarifier.  Due to the 
poor performance at the time of the testing the clarifier could not be tested to 
“deterioration” as it was already in this condition.  Anecdotal evidence suggests that 
the clarifier can handle the design flows and solids loads given above.   
 
The influent flow peaking is relatively extreme and the aeration basin attenuates this 
almost step change flow pattern to a minimal extent.  It is expected that some form of 
flow buffering would improve the clarifier performance by reducing the surging of 
flow and TSS load that currently occurs a few times per hour. 
 
Effectively the clarifier performance is limited by Chamber C3 (see the following 
section).  At sustained flows above approximately 400ℓ/s the head requirements in C3 
back up the clarifier such that it overflows out of the scum trough and floods the 
ATAD area with wastewater and sludge. 
 
To summarise, it is advisable to address the “quality of sludge” issue, the flow surging 
issue and the chamber C3 flow limitation prior to any attempt to increase the 
clarifier’s capacity above the current design. 

2.6 Chamber C3 
When Chamber C3 experiences a sustained flow above approximately 400ℓ/s, the 
liquid level rises to the extent that the clarifier “backs up” and overflows through the 
scum trough in the clarifier.  This occurs primarily because the gate settings necessary 
to get the average flow split for the ponds anywhere close to the flow desired is such 
that the gates are set partly closed. In times of high sustained flow the gates can be set 
less closed to allow a greater flow through without raising the clarifier level too much.  
This must be done manually and overflows often occur at night, when rainfall occurs, 
but before operators can get to the island to open the gates.  Opening the gates when 
high rainfall is forecast compromises on the pond loadings at a time when the ponds 
are often at risk due to the potential impact of high flows.  This would only catch 
some of the high flows as it only requires a relatively short burst of heavy rain in 
particular catchments to cause the “backing up” and these events are not always 
predicted by the weather forecast. 
 
Raising the level of the clarifier and all the other upstream equipment is costly.  The 
problem can be eliminated by automation of the pond inlet control gates.  This would 
have the added benefit of improving the pond loading control markedly. 
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There are other possible influences on the backing up, which include the likelihood 
that significant buildup of solids and gravel have occurred within the pipework / 
chambers between the clarifier and chamber C3.  
 
It is recommended that a review and clean out of the pipework, and the feasibility of a 
high level overflow from the clarifier and the ponds be investigated. Further 
discussion regarding the C3 Chamber / clarifier backing up is included in section 
3.10. 

2.7 Return Activated Sludge (RAS) 
Maximum RAS from the clarifier back to the aeration basin is more or less 72ℓ/s.  
The RAS concentration varies from approximately 0.6% to 3% with an average of 
about 1.19% of TSS.  The lower RAS consistency generally occurs when the clarifier 
and sludge are under stress.  Under these conditions the RAS system can carry a 
maximum of 1555kg TSS/hr.  At an average MLSS concentration of 4000 mg/ℓ this 
represents a flow of approximately 400m3/hr or 108ℓ/s that the clarifier can accept 
from the aeration basin before accumulation of sludge and resultant sludge overflow 
occurs.  This flow is well below the average dry weather flow of 140ℓ/s. 
 
Under average conditions the maximum capacity for TSS return to the aeration basin 
is about 3085kg TSS/hr.  Therefore this limitation imposed by the RAS system occurs 
only when the system is stressed but must be addressed to allow the clarifier to 
reliably achieve the design performance.  As above the issues with sludge quality 
should be addressed prior to any upgrade of the RAS system.  One of the issues facing 
the RAS system is the fact that the RAS pumps get blocked with rag on a regular 
basis.  The pumps installed are ABS centrifugal pumps with the anti blockage 
“Contrabloc” impellors, but it has been found that these still get blocked due to the 
high volume of rag in the system.  This rag issue stems from the poor capture by the 
step screen.  

2.8 Dissolved Air Floatation (DAF) 
The effluent sludge or Waste Activated Sludge (WAS) stream from the clarifier enters 
the DAF unit.  During the testing period for this report, the WAS flow was increased 
stepwise to 16ℓ/s from a normal flow of 5ℓ/s.  The TSS concentration of the WAS 
varied from 8330 - 9550mg/L.  The underflow quality deteriorated from 80 mg/L at 
5ℓ/s feed flow to 310 mg/L at 16ℓ/s.  Solids capture was reduced from 99 to 96%.  
The DAF sludge cake concentration was reduced but this was due to flow problems in 
the underflow pipework which caused some of the liquor to flow into the sludge 
hopper diluting the material.  Polymer use was higher, but only by roughly 25% on a 
dry solids basis (kg Poly/tonne TSS).  The assessed maximum solids loading to the 
DAF was approximately 12,500kg TSS/day. 
 
The DAF system was not optimised for these flow rates and it is likely that improved 
performance above that quoted could be achieved with manipulation of the DAF 
operational settings. 
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2.9 DAF Underflow 
As mentioned above, the DAF underflow pipework elevates the liquor level in the 
DAF to undesirable levels at higher flows.  Modification of this pipework will be 
required to allow the DAF to achieve the higher performance discussed in Section 2.8. 

2.10 Ponds 
Based on historical data, as long as the ponds are well managed, they can accept short 
term loads or high flow events without compromising with the plant Resource 
Consent.  The operation so far show that the ponds can be managed reliably at the 
current plant flows and loads but that this requires operation of the “pre-treatment” 
systems at or near full capacity.  Overall the capacity of the ponds has been less than 
was envisaged in the design of the upgraded facility, and the reason for this less than 
expected capacity is primarily due to the fact that any issue with the ponds could 
result in complaints from the public.  A cautious pond loading approach has been 
adopted in order to ensure few odour issues occur. 

2.11 Autothermal Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion (ATADs) 
Based on historical data, ATAD Train A can consistently accept TSS loads of up to 
3,200kg/day.  Trains B and C can receive TSS loads of up to 2,500kg/day.  This gives 
a maximum sustainable capacity of 8,200kg TSS/day without causing any problems 
with the operation.  Peak loading of approximately 20% more have been achieved in 
single trains at Bells Island. 

2.12 Overall Plant Capacity 
Figure 2.4 shows the distribution of daily COD loads over the last 12 months.  COD is 
used as this is the data that the Operations contractor measures, rather than BOD.  The 
COD and BOD are both measurements of the oxygen required to degrade the 
pollutant material.  
 
Roughly 85% of the daily COD loads are below the nominal design capacity of the 
plant.  However it must be considered that the 15% over the maximum design 
capacity as specified by the contract negate any responsibility for plant operations by 
the plant operator. 
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Figure 2.4: Bells Island Inlet COD load distribution
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As can be seen the plant has received loads of up to 33,500kg COD/day and 2 day 
peaks of 27,700kg COD/day.  The plant as a whole has a retention time of 
approximately 60 days and the ponds average out the load fluctuations imposed on 
them quite effectively.  The plant does well because the average inlet load applied is 
approximately 12,250kg COD/day, roughly 2.3 times smaller than the applied two 
day peak.  This allows the plant, particularly the activated sludge system, to recover 
from the peak loadings. 
 
The evidence suggests that at somewhere between 12,000 and 16,000kg COD/day 
inlet load, the activated sludge system performance starts to deteriorate.  Over the last 
12 months the average inlet COD load has been 12,250kg/day and the average 
clarifier effluent COD concentration has been 147mg/ℓ.  During the Trial Operations 
testing the average COD inlet load was 14,355kg COD/day and the average Clarifier 
effluent COD concentration was 261mg/ℓ.  A 17% increase in inlet load resulted in a 
78% increase in load to the ponds.  Note that this corresponds to a pond loading rate 
of 125kgCOD/ha.day or roughly 40kgBOD/ha.day.  This would be regarded as an 
extremely low loading rate for facultative ponds in New Zealand.  However the pond 
health can be poor over the winter months, suggesting that higher loading rates would 
not be appropriate, and these low loads reduce the risk of odour issues from the 
ponds. 
 
After review of the above information it is apparent that the Activated Sludge system 
is not particularly limited by the 2 day peak loading, but is limited by the average or 
median loading received into the facility.  The limit for the Activated Sludge system 
will depend on the health of the sludge and the health of the ponds.  The average COD 
load varies through the year, in summer the 2 monthly average falls to roughly 
10,500kg COD/day and in winter peaks to roughly 15,500kg COD/day.  This year the 
peak monthly average COD load was approximately 18,000kg COD/day.  This could 
be taken to suggest that the system can handle an average of 18,000kg COD/day, but 
the nominal Hydraulic Residence Time (HRT) of the ponds is 60 days.  It is 
commonly accepted that biological systems take about 3 HRT’s to fully show the 
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effects of changes in influent.  The pond arrangement means that even a recognisable 
trend in the outfall parameters is unlikely to be show up in less than one HRT, unless 
a crash occurs.  This makes assigning a nominal limit for the annual average plant 
loading difficult.  Risks must be factored into this consideration.  The past winter has 
been relatively benign as far as environmental affects on pond performance go.  The 
next year may not be.  Timing of rainfall events in relation to algal species changes 
can be critical, particularly if the successor species are compromised by short HRT, 
parasites or grazing.   
 
Taking these factors into account it is WSL’s opinion that the plant will be at 
significant risk when the annual average COD load increases by roughly 10%.  This 
limiting average annual loading rate of 13,500kg COD/day is 85% of the design peak 
load, which is an extremely large proportion.  The parameter would normally be of 
the order of 50%.  In making this estimate WSL are mindful of the failure mechanism 
for Activated Sludge.  Once overloaded the performance of an AS system usually 
deteriorates rapidly with increased load. 
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3.0 ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS WITH 
UNIT OPERATIONS 

3.1 Introduction 
This discusses the operational constraints associated with the various unit operations 
within the wastewater treatment plant at the present time. 
 
Rather than focusing on the capacity that is predicted, this section focuses on the 
existing systems and the operational constraints associated with these systems at the 
present time.  This section is intended to give a base line of the issues being faced 
within the system, and to establish a level against which improvement works can be 
gauged.  
 
By identifying the operational constraints systematically and then discussing them, it 
should be possible to develop an effective remedial plan for specific processes.  If 
these constraints are targeted individually, and sequentially, it may be possible to 
increase the overall capacity of the treatment plant and ease of operation, as well as 
substantially reduce the operational / compliance risk associated with the BIWWTP in 
a cost effective manner. 

3.2 Overview of Operational Constraints 
There are three major constraints within the facility that influence the system 
significantly. The major constraints are: 
 
• The rag level within the system and the damage and operational difficulties that 

causes throughout the system. 
• The flow profiles occurring as a result of the poor control of the pump stations 

and the poor integration and buffering associated with the existing pump 
stations.  

• The high average and peak loads which overload parts of the plant and place the 
plant as a whole at or near capacity. 

 
There are a number of smaller issues associated with the facility that influence the day 
to day operation, and raise or lower the risk of compliance issues occurring, these 
relate to: 
 
• Potential odour release issues at the biofilter and ATADs and from Chamber C3  
• The backing up of Chamber C3 during high flow events. 
• The discharge rate achievable with the outfall is below the consent limit and 

reduces the plants ability to handle sustained storm inflows. 
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3.3 Regional Pump Stations 
 
Issues 
The regional pump stations controls are in the process of being upgraded at present.  
No specific details of the upgrade are available. 
 
Rag has been an issue at the Saxtons Rd pump station, and the pumps that have been 
installed have been modified to reduce this issue.  Similarly the operation of the pump 
station has been changed to reduce the Rag / Blockage issues.  The rag issue in the 
pump station and the remedial actions in the pump station have caused consequential 
effects both in the pump stations and at Bells Island.  
 
In the pump stations the effects of the rag issues are; reduced control range on the 
sewage pumps; increased pump downs in the pump sumps and increased clean downs 
of the pump stations. 
 
The reduced control range of the pumps is caused by the FLYGT pumps having 
blockage issues if they operate below about 35Hz on the Variable Speed Drive 
(VSD).  The speed controller programmes have been changed to avoid going below 
35Hz but this has influenced the flow characteristics of the pump stations and has 
exacerbated the issues with the stability of the flow into the BIWWTP.  
 
The capacity of the pump stations is sufficient for the normal dry and wet weather 
flows at the present time.  It is possible that in the near future the new pipe from 
Richmond to the Beach Road pump station will increase the instantaneous flowrate, 
and may result in increased overflow events at the Beach Road discharge point.  The 
new pipe system has been designed by Tasman District Council (TDC) to have a 
maximum flow control gate.  This gate limits the flow to the Beach Road pump 
station and any flow in excess of the “pre-set” maximum flow through the gate will be 
diverted to the overflow system.  Any event of this nature will result in “emergency” 
discharge to the Waimea Estuary.  It is important to note that any overflows from the 
Beach road overflow point happen from the gravity sewer not from the pump station 
and are therefore outside of the NRSBU area of responsibility.  They are actually the 
responsibility of the TDC and not NRSBU.  NRSBU need to continue to monitor this 
system to ensure that NRSBU do not “inherit” what could be an emotive and divisive 
issue. 
 
There is a small amount of buffering available in the pump stations generally, but this 
small amount of buffering is not being used at present due to the current set up of the 
control system within the pump stations.  Currently the pumps are on set-point 
control, and the control system will need to be modified to allow an integrated control 
arrangement that minimises the fluctuation of flow at Bells Island.   
Additional buffer storage for the Nelson Regional Sewerage System would be very 
useful and would greatly assist in resolving a number of the operational issues, and 
risks within the existing facility. 
 
A brief review of the buffer storage showed that the airport pumpstation could have 
sufficient buffering if the old clarifier was set up to act as a buffer tank during diurnal 
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flows.  Little civil work would be to get this facility operating as a buffer storage 
facility as it current works as a buffer system, but only during storm flow periods.  
There are a number of issues that would need to be considered if the buffer system 
was to be used, including potential for odour issues, rag accumulation potential, and 
cleanout issues.  It is considered that these issues could be solved, but addressing 
them would increase the cost of installing the buffering. 
 
The more difficult system for buffering is the Saxtons Road / Richmond system.  The 
buffering in this system needs to be placed in a position that it can be used during 
prolonged power failure, and in a position that allows the NRSS to be managed during 
maintenance or repair.  
 
A brief review of a daily flow event, and a storm event in April 2006 showed that if 
the flow was to be buffered during a storm event then approximately 2400m3 of buffer 
storage would be required (at 250ℓ/s flow). If the buffering was only during small 
rainfalls and normal diurnal periods around 600m3 would be required at the Richmond 
Pumpstation. Note that of 4hours average Dry Weather Flow is an industry standard 
for storage. 
 
The buffer storage facility at the Neal Park pumpstation in Nelson is 600m3. 
 
No review of the whether the pumpstations could fit within the existing sites has been 
undertaken, and it is suggested that this be reviewed prior to any pipeline upgrades to 
ensure that the minimum capital expenditure is undertaken. 
 
Conclusions 
Flow buffering (i.e. storage) should be installed within the reticulation system. This 
would flatten out the flow peaks that are currently causing treatment plant problems, 
extend the life of the existing main, and make maintenance of the pumps, pipelines 
and treatment plant more accessible and safer .  
 
An additional improvement would be a change of the control philosophy to integrate 
the operation of the pump stations into the BIWWTP, with a more intelligent 
automated flow controller that sequences the pumps at each station, and which uses 
the available buffering, any additional buffer storage would assist the performance of 
the flow control system. 
 
Integrated operation of pumpstations is becoming more common at other sewerage 
facilities around the world, and can be used to reduce capital expenditure on 
duplication/ repair of large pipelines. 
 
It should be noted that, nitrogen aside, the flow surging resulting from the rag issues 
and the limited operational range of the wastewater pumps is currently one of the 
more significant issues affecting the performance of the Bells Island plant.  The flow 
surging is discussed further in Section 3.7 

3.4 Regional Pipeline 
 
Issues 
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The regional pipeline has undergone a significant amount of upgrading over the last 
few years, and it is now at the point where the pipe material is considered structurally 
sound and the storm pumping system can be used.  This allows the capacity to accept 
all but the worst storm flows reaching the system.  Specific capacity information is 
difficult to ascertain with the pipe, with estimates ranging from 720 to 840ℓ/s at 
different times. 
 
WSL tested the pumps capacity with the assistance of EOL, but this test was 
complicated by the fact that the influent flow meter only measured to 700ℓ/s during 
the tests.  The flow meter calibration has since been changed, however the system not 
received a significant storm event since this time, and therefore the maximum flow 
has not been identified.  Testing of the system for this review identified that the 
capacity was above 700ℓ/s.  Summing of the two pump station flow meters suggested 
a flow of approximately 840ℓ/s can be pumped to the BIWWTP.  
 
In terms of the operation of the rising main there are a number of areas where 
improvements could be made to ease the operation, although none are sufficiently 
serious that the system capacity is constrained.  
 
Examples of the operational issues include the maintenance of the air valves along 
Whakatu Dr, and the need to shut off the cycle lane to maintain many of the air 
valves. 
 
One more serious issue that identifies a potentially serious risk with the rising main is 
the recently a failure (and subsequent overflow event) that occurred on an air valve 
attachment point to the rising main alongside Dynea.  It appears that the attachment 
bolts (that are constantly submerged in the seawater) around the pipe had corroded 
over an 8 year period, and these bolts had failed allowing the effluent to escape from 
the pipe.  This failure identified an area of pipe maintenance that had been missed 
from the maintenance and repair contracts over the last few years, and one that now 
needs to be addressed as an urgent matter.  Since the preparation of this report 
additional inspections have been undertaken on the airvalves on Saxtons Island and it 
has been determined that the bolts and airvalve risers need to be replaced urgently, as 
do the bolts in the Giboult joint in one of the Saxtons Island air valve chambers.   
 
It is expected that the repair / bolt replacement work will require excavation of the 
pipework and air valve chamber to allow the giboult to be accessed, but given that this 
is on Saxtons Island, and that the giboult could be close to failure, the repair work will 
be reasonably expensive and will include the possibility of a more serious failure due 
to the disturbance to the site. 
 
Because many of the fixtures requiring inspection review are submerged under the 
estuary silts and are accessible only at low tide, and access is only possible at high 
tide.  It is likely that the repairs will take a number of days to perform.   
 
A plan is being prepared for undertaking the repair work at present. 
 
This aspect is the only new significant risk associated with the regional rising main 
outside of the normal operational risks. 
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Conclusions 
The Regional Sewerage system has sufficient capacity for the next few years, but has 
some minor operational issues that should be addressed on a scheduled basis.  These 
operational issues could result in some additional maintenance and repair costs to the 
NRSBU, but should not result in significant operational issues.   
 
The one major concern that hangs over the system is the risk of failure due to damage 
of the pipeline (i.e. no contingency available for pipe failure) and the risk of structure 
failure at the fittings attached to the pipeline.  Inspection and repair of the fittings is 
planned to reduce this risk, but consideration should be given to duplication of the 
existing pipeline, or bringing forward the new pipeline via lower Queen Street.  Any 
pipeline duplication / upgrading should be designed after buffering has been 
investigated. 

3.5 Inlet Chamber 
 
Issues 
The inlet chamber in its current form is suitable for up to 950ℓ/s.  There have been 
issues in the inlet chamber related to the build up of gravel and stones in front of the 
screen and then subsequently premature wear and tear on the screen as a result of this 
material.  An airlift pump removal system has been installed to allow the removal of 
the gravel and stones, and this system is now being used to reduce the wear and tear 
on the screen. 
 
The inlet chamber appears to be working to design, with testing undertaken for this 
report that identified the bypass flow at between 515ℓ/s and 525ℓ/s, compared with 
the design of 520ℓ/s.  
 
After moving the pump down cycle from mid morning to the early hours of the 
morning it has been found that short term peak flows still get close to 500ℓ/s into the 
Bells Island Facility.  These flows occur at the points in the day where the domestic 
catchments are all discharging at peak diurnal flow, and therefore the peak flows 
could simply be a result of the short term pumping cycles at the Airport pump station 
and Saxtons Road occurring simultaneously during the peak diurnal period.  Further 
investigation is recommended to identify the exact cause of the high flow, and to 
identify the volume of buffer storage on the Nelson side of the harbour that would be 
required to reduce the peak flow.  
 
In general terms the inlet system has sufficient capacity for the current operation and 
does not significantly constrain the capacity of the BIWWTP.  The screen installed in 
the inlet chamber however is not very effective and does constraint the operation of 
the system.  This is discussed further below. 
 
The largest single issue with the existing influent chamber is the fact that there is no 
bypass facility to allow the inlet area to be removed from service while it is being 
structurally maintained.  
 
It was identified during the 2004 upgrade that the inlet area, specifically the inlet pipe 
and inlet chamber constructed in 1982 had significant corrosion damage, but it was 
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not possible to repair this area as there was no ability to redirect the sewage flow, and 
no buffer capacity was available to stop the flow for sufficient time to undertake 
repairs. 
In order for the contractor to divert flow during the rebuilding of the inlet works, the 
bypass facility installed in 1982 at the inlet was opened.  It was quickly identified that 
this facility was heavily corroded, with significant concrete corrosion, almost the 
entire gate assembly (aluminium) has been corroded, and the concrete weir had 
sustained significant damage.  It was not possible to inspect the inlet pipe for 
corrosion as this pipe was continually submerged due to the outlet weir. 
 
After the inlet work reconfiguration during the upgrade had been completed, it was 
found that the bypass system could not be closed due to the corroded nature of the 
facility.  Attempts were made to insert new gates but the damage to the existing 
structure meant that the bypass could not be sealed sufficiently to divert the flow 
through the reconfigured structure.  It was therefore necessary to block the bypass to 
ensure the new system could be used.  The block placed in the bypass was a concrete 
plug, which was considered the most prudent solution in order to ensure that no 
inadvertent bypass occur to the unused basin.  Any inadvertent bypass would result in 
a large odour release and potentially in an overflow from the unused basin to the 
estuary.  The installation of the plug means that there is currently no facility for 
bypassing the inlet works, and no way to repair the corroded inlet structure. 
 
Conclusions 
Consideration of an alternative bypass / repair of the inlet should be considered to 
ensure that the structural integrity of the inlet works is maintained, and that the risk of 
structural failure of the inlet works is minimised. 

3.6 Influent Screen 
 
Issues 
The current plant has a Sindico Industries Ltd Hydropress automated step screen.  
This screen was originally rated for a flow of 720ℓ/s and has a 3mm horizontal gap 
between the screen bars.  Total Construction Ltd altered the hydraulic setup within the 
inlet system to allow this screen to accept up to 950ℓ/s and the screen appears to 
accept the hydraulic flows being pumped during storm periods.  
 
The screen not very effective at removing rag material, and requires considerable 
ongoing maintenance.  The screen is the largest operational issue on the Bells Island 
Site. 
 
To date the plant has suffered significant damage to equipment associated with the rag 
passing through the inlet screen.  This damage includes: 
 
• The replacement of the DAF saturator pump because of regular rag build up 

blocking and wearing out the impellor, and requiring the pump to be replaced. 
• The failure of the packed bed saturator system due to rag accumulation, and the 

redesign and retrofit of this system. 
• Damage to cables on pumps and instruments within the aeration basin. 
• Regular blockage of the Return Activated Sludge pumps. 
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• Repeated blockage of the grit pump, necessitating the replacement with an air 
lift pump. 

• As a result of the grit removal pump blocking with rag, the grit removal system 
has needed to be bypassed, sometimes for extended periods of time, and this has 
resulted in grit being carried into the aeration basin.  It is possible that this grit 
has exacerbated wear and tear on the aeration systems within the aeration basin, 
and any additional cost for this wear and tear would be related to the existing 
screen. 

• Bypassing of the grit removal system has accelerated the accumulation of grit in 
the aeration basin, resulting in a requirement for de-gritting much earlier than 
expected.  

• Since the previous draft the Dissolved Air Flotation system needed to be 
removed from service to clear accumulated rag from the outlet diffuser within 
the DAF. The rag blocking the diffuser caused the DAF to have insufficient 
head for the wastewater to flow back to the aeration basin. 

 
All the above issues are associated with the poor screening performance.  The costs 
for these repairs has been around $75,000 excluding time and management costs, and 
to date the costs have been absorbed by the operations contractor EOL.  
 
Conclusions 
It is recommended that a new screen be purchased and installed to screen the normally 
received wastewater flows.  WSL recommend that a new screen be sized to accept 
550ℓ/s if the existing pumps and inlet works are to be used without buffering. 
 
If buffering was installed on shore or prior to the inlet works on Bells Island then the 
required capacity of the new screen could be reduced from 550 to approximately 
400ℓ/s.  The size and configuration of buffering can to some extent be balanced 
against the reduction in screen capacity.  The remainder of the flow (over the normal 
flow) would be screened by the existing step screen.  The extent of bypassing would 
be reduced.  The bypass flow should be directed around the mechanical treatment 
plant directly to the pond distribution chamber to allow the excess flow to be balanced 
between the three FOPs evenly.  Depending on final capacities the bypassed flow 
could be split between flow to the ponds and to the aeration basin if desired. 
 
It is suggested that the inlet works be reconfigured (or rebuilt) to allow the installation 
of a “Milli-screen” with a maximum 3 mm screen aperture, but preferable a smaller 
aperture.  A screen of this type has more head loss than the current screen but will 
remove greater than 90% of all particles with a dimension of greater than the aperture 
size and approximately 50% of particles with a dimension of greater than half the 
aperture size.   
 
The removal of these particles should stop the rag related issues within the aeration 
basin and sludge processing facilities.  
 
In order to install a Milli-screen either additional head needs to be available or the 
inlet works and grit removal systems need to be lowered to avoid additional static 
head on the regional pump station pumps.  Any additional head on these pumps will 
reduce there maximum capacity and will therefore make overflows from the pump 
station more likely. 
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The options for increasing the head are: 
 
• Monitor the head and flow characteristics of the current pump stations and 

identify whether additional head is available.  If so reconfiguration of the 
existing system may be possible. 

• Install an inlet booster pump station on Bells Island (with back up power supply) 
that lifts the wastewater from the current pipe invert level up to the existing inlet 
works.  This option has the ability to remedy the current lack of bypass facilities 
in the inlet, and allows the flow to be buffered to a greater degree than at 
present.  It also allows the rising main to operate at lower head which should 
result in an increased storm flow capacity and therefore lesser risk of storm 
overflows. 

 
If a booster pump facility was installed then it would be possible to remedy many of 
the issues facing the BIWWTP all at the same time.  Booster pumping to 3 or 4 metres 
head at the island would be much more cost effective than upgrading the pumps in the 
pump stations, and would result in improved WWTP performance due to the 
improved buffered that could be included into such a system. 
 
It is recommended that a new screening facility be designed and installed as soon as 
possible, and that the design consider buffering effects within the NRSS. 

3.7 Grit Removal 
 
Issues 
The existing grit removal system is sized to accept up to around 520 litres per second 
based on the hydraulic characteristics of the inlet system.  The Grit system mechanical 
components are rated to allow acceptance of up to 800 lps should the system be 
reconfigured at some time in the future.  
 
The grit removal system has been operating since the 2004 upgrade, and during this 
time it has had operational difficulties primarily associated with rag material blocking 
the grit removal pump.  The contractor has installed a new grit removal air lift pump 
at his cost to ensure that the system operates effectively.  The grit system has had no 
blockage issues since the installation of this new air lift pump. 
 
During the first year of operation, the rag passing through the screening system 
caused significant blockage issues with the grit removal system grit removal pump, 
resulting in reasonably frequent periods of down time within the grit removal system.  
During this time grit was passed to the aeration basin and accumulated.  It is 
considered likely that the grit accumulation in the grit removal system has increased 
the wear and tear on the aeration systems, and that this increase wear and tear is 
indirectly caused by the poor screening performance.  
 
Examples of items removed from the grit removal system include whole fish, garden 
gloves amongst other things, and the question that this raises is – How did they get 
passed the screen?  To date this has not been identified.   
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3.8 Chamber C2 
 
Issues 
The function of Chamber C2, as designed, was to control the flow from the inlet to the 
aeration basin and the bypass to the FOPs.  Chamber C2 is a small chamber with two 
actuated gates installed on the system to control the flow, and it has flow meters on 
the downstream side of each of the gates.  There is a level transducer in the chamber 
to monitor the level of the liquid to reduce the reliance on the flow meter and to 
provide improved control characteristics for the control system. 
 
Unfortunately chamber C2 cannot be used to control the flow because the flow to the 
Bells Island WWTP changes too much and too rapidly to allow the control system to 
respond to the flow. It takes nearly a minute for the gates to open and close and 
therefore with the variation in flow as it is at present the gates cannot act quickly 
enough to actually balance the flows. The causes of variations in flow have been 
discussed earlier in this report and while most causes are currently being addressed as 
part of the implementation of a Reticulation Strategy future variations in flow are still 
expected to be a problem for Chamber C2.  
 
There are a number of consequential effects on the system related to Chamber C2 not 
being able to operate as designed.  The first issue is that the influent cannot be 
proportionally bypassed as designed, and cannot therefore control the load to the 
basin and ponds as intended in the design.  This has meant that the Aeration Basin 
either receives all the flow or none of the flow (when manual bypass is undertaken) 
and this leads to poor bacterial culture selection within the aeration basin and 
consequentially to poorer than expected settling in the clarifier during times where 
pond loadings require influent to be bypassed to the ponds. 

3.9 Aeration Basin 
 
Issues 
There are a number of operational issues associated with the aeration basin at the 
present time. These include: 
 
• Rag Accumulation 

Rag accumulation has been discussed previously.  In the aeration basin it has 
caused stress to electrical cabling and failure of a number of cables, damage to 
the D.O. sensor and difficulties with the maintenance of the mixers and booster 
pump due to accumulation on the support and guide rails. 

 
• Occasional Foam Production 

Foaming in the aeration basin is an issue that relates to the ability to manipulate 
the bypass flow around the aeration basin and the basin flow at the same time 
(chamber C2 issues above).  The foam appears to be strongly influenced by the 
aeration basin bypassing events.  A thick foam characteristic of a protein or 
RNA foam quickly develops when the basin is bypassed.  It appears the foam 
results from bacterial lysis resulting from attack of other bacteria looking to 
replace the missing food from the bypassed wastewater.  This foam is gradually 
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reduced once feed is returned but removal can take some days.  The foam has 
not yet, of itself, been an operational problem but it is indicative of changes to 
the sludge which result is sludge carry over in the clarifier even at relatively low 
flows. 

 
• Dissolved Oxygen dropping to low Levels 

On occasions when the load exceeds the current design, the oxygen levels within 
the Activated Sludge system have been observed to reduce to low levels, and 
under these conditions it is significantly more likely that malodorous conditions 
could occur.  During periods of low oxygen level the culture may experience 
competitive pressure from poor settling bacteria which may be one of the causes 
of the variable culture settleability issues discussed below. 

 
• Variable Culture Settleability 

Settleability of the culture is an issue in many Activated Sludge wastewater 
treatment plants around the world.  The settleability of the culture is a function 
of a number of factors including: 
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• Substrate concentration, 
• DO concentration, 
• Wastewater type, 
• Presence of toxic or inhibitory contaminants, 
• Presence of poor quality inoculum. 

 
In the Bells Island Aeration Basin it appears that there are three pressures being 
applied to the sludge, being: 

 
- Low D.O. concentrations during peak load periods,  
- Poor control of the bypass, leading to starvation conditions (low substrate 

concentrations) within the reactor during bypass events, 
- Presence of inoculation by poorly settling bacteria from other sources including 

the ATAD (during periods where recycle is necessary) and large sludge 
discharges from ENZA (although this has not occurred recently to the operations 
contractors knowledge). 

 
• Control of the Influent Flow Rate and Discharge Rate 

As discussed in the section above regarding the Chamber C2 gates the gates 
cannot be controlled which has caused operation issues within the aeration 
basin, and which is believed to contribute to the difficulties keeping a well 
settling culture. 

 
Conclusions 
As a summary, the aeration appears to operate effectively, but does experience 
overloading on occasion based on Dissolved Oxygen Measurements.  Considerable 
work has been done to try to identify the actual load and the mass balance around the 
aeration basin.  At this time there are still questions that need to be answered and 
further work is planned to try to identify why the one estimation method appears to 
suggest the a reduced oxygen demand compared to the other methods.  At present it is 
considered that additional capacity will be required within the Aeration Basin, or load 
reduction will be required in order to ensure ongoing performance of the system as the 
average load to the facility increases.  The proposed primary clarifier upgrade will 
achieve the load reduction necessary to remove the overloading from the aeration 
basin. 
 
In reality there are a number of issues that can affect Activated Sludge systems, and 
the largest / most frequent two of these are the D.O. concentration within the reaction 
vessels (if insufficient then smells can be generated) and the settleability of the 
bacteria.  Given the operation constraints associated with the chamber C2, and the 
higher than anticipated design load it is not surprising that the D.O. concentration at 
time reduces to low levels, nor is it surprising that the settleability of the culture varies 
depending on the actual load, and the actual D.O. concentration. 
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3.10 Aeration System 
 
Issues 
After investigation for this report one estimation method appears to show that the 
Aeration system is not performing quite as well as was estimated at design or by other 
aeration capacity estimation methods.  Investigations to resolve this discrepancy are 
recommended.  However, the system is delivering sufficient aeration to achieve the 
aeration load as required by the design.  No additional capacity is available within the 
system at present, and loads beyond approximately 8000kg BOD5 per day have been 
shown to depress the Dissolved Oxygen concentration.  It is therefore concluded, 
subject to confirmation, that the aeration system is at maximum capacity at present 
with the design load.   
 
It was not anticipated during the design of the facility that all aerators would be 
operating continuously, and the continuous operation that is currently occurring is 
resulting in increased operational cost associated with power costs and repair of the 
aeration systems.  To date there have been a number of aerators that have needed to 
be removed from the aeration system and sent away for repairs.  The first of these 
aerators that was removed was found to have had a faulty mechanical seal, and this 
was repaired under warranty, but during the repair process the operations contractor 
identified a fault with the aeration system that significantly influenced the 
maintenance and repair cost.  The particular issue relates to the location of the water 
in oil sensor on the base of the aerator.  In the new aerators the seal was located in a 
tertiary chamber and could only be bridged after the primary mechanical seal and the 
secondary seal had both failed.  However when both seal had failed water could gain 
entry to the motor resulting in major motor repairs being necessary and bearing 
replacement being necessary.   
 
EOL have insisted that the aeration systems be changed so that the water in oil sensor 
fails after the primary seal has failed, and therefore water is still kept separate from 
the motor by the secondary seal.  Thus in a failure situation only the seal needs to be 
replaced, not the bearings, or the motor. 
 
As the aerators are maintained all the motors will be reconfigured to rectify this issue. 
 
From observations, the aeration capacity of the existing system is assessed as 
providing approximately 400 – 450 kg 02/hr and absorbs around 450kw, giving an 
aeration efficiency of around 0.90kg O2/kwhr. 
  
Aeration requirements for any additional load capacity will depend on what upgrading 
process is selected and will need to be determined for the assessed industry peak 
loadings.   
 
If Nitrogen removal is required then additional aeration will be required to allow 
oxidation of the Ammonia.  The aeration required for this is equivalent to 
approximately 4.6kg O2 delivered per kg ammonia removed.  Therefore for 1200kg 
Ammonia per day requires 360 kW additional aeration power.  The nitrogen mass 
balance shown in Figure 4.1 (of the next report section) shows an average nitrogen 
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“loss” of 228kg N/day.  It is unknown if this is actually nitrogen removal through 
ammonia volatilisation and nitrification / denitrification or if it represents, at least in 
part, nitrification with the nitrate being converted to nitrogen gas in the ATADS and 
the Ponds. 
 
Booster Pump 
The booster pump in the aeration basin has barely been operated since the installation 
of the current system.  It has been found that when the booster pump is operated that it 
often increases the rag concentration in the sludge going to the DAF, ATAD and 
Rabbit Island and results in increased complaints from the sludge disposal contractor.  
This raises the question of whether there is rag accumulation within the aeration 
basin.  Inspection during the de-gritting operation of the aeration basin showed that 
there was localised accumulation around both jetty areas.  The booster pump is close 
to the larger jetty and it appears that this accumulated rag is then discharged as a slug 
when the booster pump is used.  It is expected that this issue will be resolved when 
the improved screening is installed in the inlet to the Bells Island plant. 

3.11 Existing Clarifier 
 
Issues 
The design capacity of the clarifier was reviewed using well accepted design criteria 
and then cross checked against the design parameters given for the original design. 
 
The design peak flow capacity of the clarifier is stated (Beca Steven report - 1995) as 
500l/sec, at a maximum surface overflow rate of 1.78m3/m2/hr.  
 
The 1.78m3/m2/hr overflow rate is an appropriate design parameter.  However, given 
the 33m diameter of the clarifier the associated flow capacity derived from this 
overflow rate is actually about 425l/sec, rather than the 500l/sec design flow.  This 
reduced flow capacity figure is, however, still greater than foreseeable future average 
flow rates through the treatment plant.  
 
One aspect that does cause concern is the fact that diurnal peaking can occur in the 
plant which raises the flow considerably for periods of the day.  Observations at the 
BIWWTP indicate that the peaking factor is as high as 2 times the average flow, 
giving a peak future diurnal flow of around 470 litres per second.  Currently the 
surging flow from the pump stations gives relatively regular step changes from 0 - 
350ℓ/s.  During the diurnal peaking periods of mid morning and late afternoon the 
flow surging increases giving steps from approximately 60ℓ/s up to 450ℓ/s and back 
down 3-6 times per hour.  The current peak flow “steps” are over the capacity of the 
clarifier let alone those that could occur with increased average hourly flow, and 
therefore the options such as peak flow buffering need to be reviewed to reduce this 
peaking.  If buffering is installed it is possible that the clarifier will continue to be 
sufficient to service the plant for the duration of the present design period.  
 
A secondary issue which really stems from the operation of the aeration basin is the 
occasional loss of sludge from the clarifier at periods of only slightly higher than 
average flow.  During March 2006 the clarifier was observed to continually overflow 
sludge even though the flow was below average.  This sludge loss results from the 
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settleability of the sludge reducing due to poor load control to the aeration basin and 
potentially to the low D.O. conditions experienced in the aeration basin at high load 
periods. 
 
Conclusions 
In any upgrade that seeks to increase the flow through the clarifier, consideration will 
need to be made to increase the capacity of Chamber C3 to avoid “backing up” the 
treated effluent over the clarifier.  Options for this are discussed later in this report in 
Section 6.6.  These Overflows have occurred in the past, and are reported to be caused 
by increasing flows being restricted due to the flow control gates to the Facultative 
Ponds.  The gates increase the headloss and cause the backing up within the pipe 
which can result in a spill.  The gates are manual and need to be set to allow the pond 
flows to be equalised. 
 
The recently installed sludge withdrawal system is designed to operate to a maximum 
of Return Activated Sludge (RAS) flowrate of 6000m3 per day.  The pipework is 
sufficiently sized to allow an alternative pumps (or faster speed motors on the existing 
pumps) to increase the RAS flow rate.  The future return rate will depend on the 
design options installed. 

3.12 Dissolved Air Flotation System (DAF) 
 
Issues 
This particular section deals with the constraints within the DAF facility that limit the 
operation and capacity at present, and where appropriate methods for dealing with 
these issues 
 
There are a number of operational constraints that have required changes to the DAF 
since it was installed. 
 
The single largest operational constraint for the functioning of the DAF has been rag 
accumulation within the sludge, and the consequent blockage of pumps and the 
packed bed saturator system.  The rag material has caused significant issues within the 
system and has resulted in the replacement of the saturator pumps, the removal and 
refitting of the saturator system and frequent difficulties with blockage within the 
DAF feed pump, and premature failure of the biosolids transfer pump from the DAF 
to the ATAD system.  While these actions have reduced the problem or addressed the 
symptoms of the issue, the rag issue is not solved for the DAF and continues to cost 
the contractor significant amounts of money. 
 
Despite these issues the DAF has managed to process sufficient sludge to keep the 
wastewater treatment process reasonably balanced, and therefore the system has 
proven to have sufficient capacity for the current situation. 
 
Testing was undertaken on the DAF during this review to evaluate the capacity of the 
current system, and to find the bottle necks (if any) within the DAF system that would 
need to be changed to allow increased capacity. 
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Testing showed that the DAF was capable of solids through put of 551kg/hr or 
13230kg/ day.  This is roughly three times the current through put.  A larger 
polyelectrolyte dosing pump was installed to allow this test to proceed.  In order to 
achieve this throughput without compromising sludge solids content the DAF would 
need to be raised by about 1 metre to give sufficient hydraulic head to return the 
underflow (clear liquor) back to the aeration basin.  
 
The main influences on the actual capacity of the DAF shown by the testing were the 
polyelectrolyte dosing requirements (increasing poly was needed at higher capacities) 
and additional hydraulic head required to transport the clarified liquor to the aeration 
basin following the removal of the sludge in the DAF.  The Overflow Weir height 
currently governs the level of the liquid in the DAF system and presently this height is 
set to allow about 9 lps to return to the Aeration basin before the bottom adjustment is 
exhausted.  
 
Compressed Air System Start Up 
A small but persistent issue with the operation of the DAF facility is the fact that the 
current compressor system does not self start after a power failure.  It appears that that 
control system for the compressor is not able to be set up to allow self starting easily 
and therefore the compressor remains as a risk of lost production in the event of a 
short power cut.  The system can be alarmed and an operator callout made in the 
event that 24 hr/day operation is necessary.   
 
Currently, the spare DAF capacity means that clearing a blockage that occurs 
overnight can wait until the morning.  At higher loadings downtime will need to be 
minimised and so more callouts may occur.   
 
Conclusions 
Improved screening at the plant inlet will greatly reduce the downtime currently 
experienced by the DAF. 

3.13 Autothermal Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion (ATAD) 
 
Issues 
The sustained capacity of the ATAD system is at present estimated at 8200kg TSS per 
day (136m3 at 6%).  At lower concentrations the capacity reduces, and the peak load 
at 4% is estimated to be around 6850kg TSS per day.  A maximum short term peak of 
between 9000 and 10800kg TSS per day is possible but may be difficult to sustain 
given the variability in the sludge entering the ATAD system at present and the 
unknowns of the NWWTP sludge.  The suggested improvements for the inlet works 
and flow control systems are expected to result in reduced variability in the Bells 
Island sludge.  However, the high proportion of industrial load at this plant is always 
likely to provide significant variability in sludge properties as factory processing 
changes. 
 
Conclusions 
At some point in time, estimated to be approximately 2015, the load to the ATADS 
will exceed the current capacity.  At approximately this time the ATAD tanks reach 
the end of their (extended) design life.  This would be an appropriate time to consider 
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switching to anaerobic digestion rather than replace the existing tanks and add a 
fourth train.  The capital costs of either option would be similar but the operating cost 
of anaerobic digestion  are considerably less than ATADs particularly if the biogas is 
used for co-generation of electricity and heat for pasteurisation in a Temperature 
Phased Anaerobic Digestion (TPAD) system.  At the average loads expected in 2025 
cogeneration form the produced biogas would be sufficient to produce approximately 
400kW electricity and 610kW of useful heat on a continuous basis.  An additional 
electrical cost saving of approximately $95,000 (at $0.06/kWhr) would result because 
the mixing energy required for TPAD is much less than the aeration energy required 
in the ATADS.   
 
Anaerobic digestion sludge is typically easier to dewater than ATAD sludge reducing 
costs if the sludge must be transported to alternate disposal sites or for nitrogen 
removal from the biosolids as discussed elsewhere in this report.   
 
The TPAD system retention time is longer than that of ATADS and would probably 
be conducted in one or two trains only.  This means that the natural variability in 
sludge properties that currently gives highly variable biosolids for application on 
Rabbit Island would be buffered in the TPAD system giving a much more uniform 
biosolids.  The TPAD system can also produce USEPA class A biosolids.  
 
The ATAD aerators used in A train are able to treat thicker solids than those used in B 
and C trains.  The A train Aerators do not have temperature limitations, whereas the B 
and C train aerators are rated to a maximum temperature of 70ºC.  Temperatures in 
the ATADs have risen above 70ºC. 
 
The C train (“Frings”) Aerators have been shown to achieve appropriate levels of 
Oxygen transfer, however the control range of the aerators appears to be less than 
anticipated, and therefore foam build up within the ATAD B and C trains can occur 
more frequently than was expected.  Despite these issues, ATAD B and C trains 
operate to the USEPA requirements with high loading rates. 
 
The pre-thickening regime prior to ATAD treatment is a crucial part of any 
assessment of ATAD capacity.  This is directly affected by the options considered 
later in this report.  

3.14 ATAD Biofilter 
 
Issues 
The ATAD biofilter currently experiences rapid degradation of the bark media.  The 
degradation results in increased bark particles (fines), bed subsidence and compaction 
giving increased back pressure.  This results in a more frequent bark replacement 
requirement.  This rapid degradation is thought to be due to the elevated air 
temperature of approximately 50ºC with the possibility that the high water and 
ammonia loads are also increasing the bark degradation rate.  Further, it is likely that 
the higher temperatures restrict the odour removal capacity by limiting the range of 
bacteria that can grow within the biofilter and therefore restricting the range of 
chemicals that can be effectively removed from the air stream. 
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Conclusions 
The standard method of cooling the air with water sprays is not expected to be 
particularly effective because the air is already highly humid and therefore 
evaporative cooling will be minimal.  Mass cooling would require 10 – 20m3/hr of 
water depending on the water temperature.  Recycled water from the existing Bells 
Island system could be used.  A small spray tower would be required, maybe a 20m3 
concrete water tank, and the current condensate drainage system may need to be 
enlarged.  Such a system will also reduce the water and ammonia load on the biofilter 
but as a result will increase the nitrogen load on the ponds by about 10 -30kg/day.  
 
There are alternative media types available, including plastic and stone media, but 
there is very little information available on which identify which media are the best, 
and whether any performance reduction would occur with a change to the media. 
Further investigation is recommended. 
 
Alternate cooling systems could involve: 
 
• Adding extra air to drop the temperature.  This would require about 3800m3/hr 

of 25ºC ambient air to cool the foul air to 35ºC.  This added air flow would 
reduce the biofilter residence time to 40% of the current and is likely to 
significantly reduce odour removal performance.  This would require that the 
bed volume be increased to 2.5 times that currently in place. No water or 
ammonia removal occurs.  The estimated cost for this option is roughly 
$100,000. 

• Indirect cooling using an air to air heat exchanger with ambient air supplied.  A 
very large air flow would be required, of approximately 50,000m3/hr, in 
summer.  This would make the heat exchanger core large.  The estimated cost 
would be of the order of $100,000.  No ammonia removal occurs. 

• Indirect cooling with an air to water heat exchanger.  These would be effectively 
large automotive type radiators.  The tubes and fins would need to be 316SS.  
These would need to be fitted into an enlarged area of the pipework with a 
manifold system.  The estimated cost is of the order of $80,000.  No ammonia 
removal occurs. 

 
The spray tower cooling option gives the extra advantage of removing some ammonia 
were as the other options remove only water.  The cost for this system is estimated to 
be roughly $35,000. 
 
The bed compaction results in elevated pressure drops through the biofilter reducing 
the air flow.  This appears to result in occasional loss of odorous air from the ATAD 
system.  A more powerful fan is being purchased to replace the existing fan.  This will 
increase power demand and would have a small a risk of damage to the ATAD rooves 
from developing a vacuum when the bed compaction was low unless speed control of 
the fans and pressure reduction flaps are provided.  This may prevent the current 
release of untreated ATAD off gas but will not extend the life of the biofilter media to 
any great extent. 
 
It is preferable to address the temperature issue (and water and ammonia) first and 
then ascertain if the rate of bed compaction and degradation is reduced significantly.  
It would be desirable to tine the media at the time the cooling was fitted to return the 
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bed porosity to “normal”.  However, the media will need top be checked to ensure 
that mechanical agitation will not further break up the media producing lots of fines to 
further block the bed.  
 
The historical data and operator experience suggests that the biofilter has been able to 
treat the flow from three ATAD trains when the media is fresh.  The increased load 
from three ATAD trains however, may be contributing to the rapid bark breakdown 
rate.  The successful short term operation provides the expectation that, provided the 
bed breakdown and compaction and temperature issues are addressed, the unit should 
be able to handle the existing system.  Design calculations suggest that the biofilter is 
really a little small but this may be an aspect of the conservativeness of design values.  
If a fourth ATAD was added than a further biofilter cell would be required. 
 
Future design work in this area is complicated by an absence of drawings for the 
existing biofilter system. 

3.15 Chamber C3 
 
Issues 
One of the biggest concerns on the existing plant in terms of hydraulic limitations is 
Chamber C3 which under high flows from the clarifier backs up and surcharges the 
clarifier.  On a number occasions during contract 2791 the clarifier has overflowed 
due to excessive headloss through chamber C3 backing up the flow to above the 
clarifier overflow weir.  These overflows are very messy and flood the ATAD 
compound.  The overflows result in the following risks: 
 
• Potential malodour release albeit of low risk.  
• Operation time lost to clean up. 
• Health and safety issues with personnel contact with spilled sewage. 
• The possible discharge to the environment.  
• Possible damage to the ATAD area switchboard. 
 
Chamber C3 controls the flow split to the three Facultative Ponds.  The split is 
determined by the position of three manual weir gates.  The desired flow to each pond 
is frequently different due to the differing behaviour of each pond.  This requires that 
the gates be set at differing levels.  Unfortunately this means that the desired flow 
split is only achieved when the water level in the chamber above the weir gates is at 
one particular point, which more or less corresponds to a particular flow.  The flow 
surging from the pump stations is only marginally attenuated by the systems between 
the inlet and Chamber C3.  This means that the flow split is variable on a minute by 
minute basis and on an hour by hour basis through each day.  On a longer term basis 
the flow split can be set with some degree of accuracy but this is less than desirable 
and appears to result in a degree of deterioration in the capacity of individual ponds.   
 
This issue is further complicated by the discovery made during intensive monitoring 
of the influent during the stress testing operation.  It was found that the concentration 
of the influent varied with low concentrations generally found during the period from 
4 am to 4 pm and high concentrations during the period from 4 pm to 4am.  The 
soluble parameters did not exhibit that pattern.  The amount of TSS and it’s associated 
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organic load was the major variant, with roughly a doubling of concentration 
occurring in TSS.  TKN and soluble BOD did show an independent peak on the last 
day of monitoring.  It appears that this was the result of a specific discharge of 
unknown source.  The daily flow peak occurs during part of the low concentration 
period.  The monitoring was only conducted for a three day period.  It is unknown if 
this pattern occurs at all times. 
 
This variability means that simply balancing the flow split on a long term basis, as is 
attempted at present, will be less accurate than previously thought.  This factor may 
explain at least some of the unexpected variability in the individual ponds.  This 
reduces the ability to control the loads to the ponds and the ability therefore to control 
the ponds. 
 
Conclusions 
Chamber C3 has been identified as a source of malodour.  Covering the chamber and 
providing a small biofilter has been priced but NRSBU determined that this was too 
expensive.  An alternative of running a pipe to the ATAD biofilter is currently under 
consideration.  While the flow would be small this offers a small benefit to the 
biofilter by slightly reducing the temperature of the inlet air mixture.  This option is 
being designed and implemented at present. 
 
The high flow issues with Chamber C3 and the resulting spills from the clarifier to the 
ATAD compound have been discussed in Section 2.6.   
 
The high flow issue can be solved by either increasing the head available over the 
weir gates or by automating the gates.  The pond control issue can only be solved by 
automating the gates.  Automation of the gates was offered as an option at the time of 
the recent upgrade.  NRSBU declined to take up this option at the time.  However the 
plant operations since that time and the recent investigations have shown that this is 
perhaps more important than originally thought. 

3.16 Facultative Oxidation Pond (FOP) 
 
Issues 
The future treatment capacity of the FOPs is a subjective assessment, primarily 
because of the nature of the suspended solids (being biomass rather than raw sewage) 
which will continue to pass to the pond.  Treatment capacity is likely to range from 
50-60kg.BOD5/ha.d in the winter to as high as 120kg/ha.day in summer, and it is 
considered imperative to have the flexibility to control this loading.  The performance 
of the ponds since the 2004 upgrade has been very good with effluent quality during 
the trial operations period averaging 11mg/l and 18mg/l for BOD5 and TSS 
respectively.  This compares to effluent discharge consent criteria of 40mg/l BOD5 
and 100mg/l TSS. 
 
The algal and other pond parameter monitoring has shown that, at times, the ponds are 
in a fragile state.  The management systems have prevented that fragile state from 
deteriorating to the extent of malodour generation or other consent compliance 
violation.  What is unknown is how conservative the approach has been compared to 
the actual capacity of the ponds i.e. how much more load could have been applied 
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without compromising pond operation.  Examination of pond health parameters in the 
board view and particularly looking at “fragile state events” suggests that the 
operation has not been overly conservative. 
 
Conclusions 
While not conclusive the conclusion is that the “reliable” pond capacity is essentially 
that which has been utilised in the plant operations over the past year.  Future designs 
should not assume improvements to pond performance. 

3.17 Ocean Outfall 
 
Issues 
The outfall is one area of the WWTP where review and work has been undertaken to 
try to establish the capacity on a number of occasions.  The outfall has been reviewed 
in the past by DWTse and others, the reviews identified that the outfall (if built as 
documented) should be able to discharge approximately 7000m3 per 3 hour discharge.  
Actual discharge rate depends on pond level and tide level.  EOL believes, based on 
operational evidence, that the current outfall has a maximum daily capacity with the 
end plates on of around 16,000m3 per day on a normal day.  As a result additional 
work will be required to the outfall to accommodate the full 20250m3 per day flow 
projected to occur in 20 years, and either longer discharge times are required or the 
end caps need to be removed to allow the current consent volume discharge of 
21,000m3 per day.  Diver inspections have been undertaken on a number of occasions 
and oysters are often found growing on the diffuser legs and in the discharge end of 
the diffuser.  These growths cause significant friction losses, and need to be cleared 
from the system reasonably regularly (estimated at annually).  However, even with the 
oysters removed and the end plates removed the expected sustained wet weather 
effluent flow of 25,000m3 per day discharge is not currently possible.  
 
Further investigation is required to establish whether an air lock is occurring and 
whether this could be restricting flow.  Concern is held by the operators of the facility 
that an air bubble may be getting trapped within the outfall during the discharge cycle, 
and an inspection of the beach above the discharge pipe has shown air bubbling 
though the estuary silts at a point approximately half way between the estuary and the 
diffuser.  It is thought that this may be air leaking through a leaking pipe joint above 
the trapped air bubble.  If an air bubble were in the pipe it may be adding a significant 
additional friction loss to the discharge, thereby reducing the discharge volume.  It is 
intended that the possibility of air locking will be investigated over the next few 
months to establish whether this is a problem, and if so how to mitigate the issue. 
 
Outfall Gate Maintenance 
Outfall gate maintenance is a difficult task primarily due to the outfall gate being 
constantly submerged, and the fact that there is insufficient buffering during the 
winter, and a rudimentary facility for blocking off the flow to the gate.  It is 
recommended that the outfall gate and outfall channel be inspected during the summer 
period to identify any potential issues, and to establish whether any structural repairs 
might be needed within the next few years.  The maintenance and replacement of the 
rubber gate seals will be reviewed during the summer inspection, and should 
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replacement be necessary the replacement would be scheduled for the next summer 
period. 
 
Outfall Channel Structure / Leakage 
Concern is currently held regarding the structural integrity of the outfall chamber.  
The chamber was originally constructed with a wall height around 1 metre lower than 
the system now has.  The operators of the facility believe that an extension was built 
onto the discharge structure to stop overflows from occurring soon after the original 
system was constructed.  Recently it has been observed that the wall at the discharge 
point is leaking between the original concrete work and the newer concrete. 
 
Flow Measurement 
The flow measurement on the Outfall system has been working reasonably well up 
until approximately 2 months ago.  It has been determined that the flow measurement 
has been influenced by the leakage occurring from the outfall chamber, as the leaking 
water has accumulated in the flowmeter chamber and has resulted in operational 
issues / accuracy from the flow meter.  This issue was identified and efforts are 
underway to address improve the accuracy and reliability issues that have resulted 
from the submergence of the sensor. 
 
Safety Measures 
Safety on the Outfall channel has not until recently been considered an issue, as 
gratings are installed and no significant conscious thought had been applied to 
mitigating health and safety issues on the outfall system.  Recently however during 
the operators inspections of the facility the leakage from the system was observed and 
it was necessary to enter an area not normally accessed.  When this inspection was 
progressed the operator found it necessary to climb over the 1 metre high wall (which 
is rather slippery) and in doing so slipped and fell into the outlet chamber onto the 
grating 1 m below.  It was identified thereafter that the grating was installed at the old 
wall height level not at the top of the new wall level, and therefore the operator is in 
the process of changing the grating height to better safeguard operators and staff when 
working on the facility. 

3.18  Reuse Options for Wastewater 
 
Issues 
There are many ways that the Bells Island wastewater could be reused, however these 
options will be influenced greatly by the quality of the wastewater.  The discharge 
consent does not require the Bells Island wastewater treatment plant to achieve a high 
quality wastewater prior to discharge to the sea.  The recent upgrade has resulted in an 
annual average BOD concentration of around 11mg/l and an annual average 
suspended solids concentration of around 30mg/l.  This quality effluent is good, but 
still is not appropriate for use in some applications without additional treatment. 
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3.19 Biosolids Pipeline 
 
Issues 
The biosolids pipeline has historically been one of the capacity constraints on the 
Bells Island WWTP, however this situation changed early this year with the 
installation of a new pipe across the estuary, to replace the damaged / blocked old 
section. 
 
The new pipe appears to have sufficient capacity to pump 21m3/hr, or 500m3/day over 
24 hours, which is significantly more flow than would ever be required on a daily 
basis.  Current estimates are that up to around 150 -180m3 per day might be needed in 
the event of an emergency type scenario.  The pipe has capacity to transfer this 
amount over a period of around 12 hours at maximum flow rate. 
 
In reality the pipeline from Bells Island to Rabbit Island will be constrained not by its 
capacity, but by the maintenance (pigging frequency) and by the disposal capacity of 
the Rabbit Island contractor and the acceptance capacity of the land onto which the 
biosolids are disposed.  
 
The biosolids pipeline does not appear to be influenced significantly by rag material, 
however the biosolids irrigation contractor is heavily influenced by Rag material, and 
frequent issues occur with the irrigation operation due to rag blocking the pumps and 
nozzles. 
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4.0 NITROGEN ISSUES 

The nitrogen content of the biosolids spread on Rabbit Island has risen to the 
extent that there is no longer enough land to allow the permitted application cycle 
to occur.  The increased nitrogen in the biosolids appears to be caused by 
improved solids capture and retention of nitrogen in the sludge and higher than 
expected nitrogen loads to the Bells Island WWTP.  Waste Solutions Ltd. has 
been asked to consider the fate of nitrogen at the Bells Island WWTP and examine 
ways of reducing the nitrogen load passing to Rabbit Island. 

4.1 Nitrogen Balance 
Monitoring of the Bells Island influent since June 2005, has shown the nitrogen 
load to the plant to be an average of 811kg/day with variation from 709 – 
1002kg/day.  Measurements on the N show that approximately 57% of the 
nitrogen is in soluble form when it enters the plant.  Figure 4.1 shows a schematic 
mass balance for the average mass flow of nitrogen through the plant as it is at 
present.  This information is based on the available monitoring data, and on an 
average dry weather flow of 12,000m3/day.  The nitrogen flow varies on a day to 
day basis as do the other major indicating parameters for the wastewater such as 
COD, BOD5 and TKN. 
 
A small amount of wastewater is by passed directly to Pond F1 by overflow at the 
inlet works weir.  This flow varies on a day to day basis and is caused by the 
“pump out” events at the pump stations.  The nitrogen mass flow used in these 
calculations is perhaps a little higher than the average concentration at the 
estimated flow, to allow for the presumed higher concentration in the wastewater 
during the high flow (rainfall) events which will scour solids from the pipework. 
 
The mass balance shows a relatively high loss of nitrogen in the Aeration Basin.  
The loss is calculated by difference (i.e. mass of N into the Aeration basin versus 
the mass out) and nitrogen monitoring of the clarifier flows is not frequently 
undertaken.  WSL consider the loss calculation to have a high degree of 
uncertainty compared to the other figures presented in Figure 4.1 due to the low 
frequency of sampling on the discharge from the clarifier. 
 
Nitrogen removal was not a design intention of the current aeration basin. 
However the sludge age, currently at an average of approximately 6 days in 
conjunction with a relatively high temperature in summer in the basin is sufficient 
to allow nitrification to occur.  This in itself does not remove nitrogen from the 
system but does form nitrate which can be removed as nitrogen gas if 
denitrification occurs in the basin or in the clarifier sludge.  
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Figure 4.1: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the 
plant - 2006 
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Figure 4.2: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant 
– 2007, NWWTP sludge added 
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It has previously been presumed that no significant nitrification activity would 
occur in the aeration basin due to the apparent low Dissolved Oxygen 
concentration (DO) measured in the basin.  Measurement with a portable DO 
probe showed that much of the basin was typically 0.37mg/l DO.  However it was 
found that the spreading plumes from the aerators were significantly higher in 
dissolved oxygen being roughly 1.5 – 2.5mg/l DO at some distance from the direct 
aerator up flow.  The DO was found to reduce rapidly, suggesting that the biomass 
in the aeration basin is highly active.  It is presumed that nitrification is occurring 
in these high DO plumes and possibly denitrification is occurring inside the 
bacterial flocs in the low DO areas which gives rise to the 109kg N/day loss 
through the aeration basin.  Monitoring within the plant does not typically include 
nitrate and so it is possible that the apparent nitrogen loss in the aeration basin is 
the conversion of ammonia to nitrate and that the 109kg N/day loss actually 
occurs in the ponds and / or in the ATADS where conditions for denitrification are 
present.   
 
The discharge streams from the plant to the Waimea Estuary and the biosolids 
discharge to Rabbit Island are monitored for total nitrogen and hence nitrate.  
These streams show clearly that there is a significant reduction in nitrogen through 
the plant.  The nitrate reduction to nitrogen gas may well be occurring in the 
ATADs and in the facultative ponds.  Denitrification is not well understood in 
ATAD system.  Facultative ponds are not generally known for denitrification 
activity.  It is generally believed that FOPs do not nitrify because they do not 
typically see high nitrate concentrations and so do not develop denitrifying 
cultures.  It is also likely that significant amounts of ammonia are lost from the 
ATADs by volatilisation and this flow is treated by the biofilter.  The air flow 
from the ATADs is sufficient to carry approximately 79kg/day of ammonia (if it is 
in equilibrium with the ATAD liquor) to the biofilter.  The mass balance shows a 
loss of 79kg N/day suggesting that there is insufficient time for equilibrium to 
occur. 
 
It is expected that nitrification and denitrification activity will be reduced by the 
lower winter temperatures.  The NRSBU records made available for the plant 
showed that the discharged effluent had a higher nitrogen load in the winter 
compared to the warmer months.  The concentration was generally similar but the 
discharge volume to the estuary was much higher in the winter months.  However 
this high/low pattern could also occur if ammonia is being volatilised along with 
the high evaporation rates that occur from the pond surfaces in summer. 
 
The mass balance in Figure 4.1 (for the existing plant) shows that the nitrogen is 
typically discharged in roughly equal amounts in the two liquid discharges to the 
estuary and to Rabbit Island.  It appears that the recent upgrade has shifted the 
nitrogen partitioning away from the pond discharge to the biosolids discharge and 
this is causing problems with the land requirement on Rabbit Island. 
 
In mid 2007 the Nelson Wastewater Treatment Plant (NWWTP) upgrade will 
commence operation.  It is expected that the NWWTP will start to export sludge 
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to Bells Island for ATAD treatment by June 2007.  Figure 4.2 shows the nitrogen 
mass balance for the current plant with the addition of the NWWTP sludge.  This 
is expected to add approximately 40kg of nitrogen load to the ATAD system in 
2007 and 75kgN/day in 2025.  However this amount is only an estimate based on 
typical domestic primary sludge nitrogen content.  There is a risk that the nitrogen 
content of the NWWTP sludge will be significantly higher than this estimate.  The 
addition of this sludge is expected to lift the average nitrogen load in the Biosolids 
from an average of 188kg N/day to approximately 229kg N/day.  This will have a 
significant impact on the land area requirement for the discharge to Rabbit Island. 

4.2 Nitrogen Reduction in the Biosolids Discharge 
The current issue with nitrogen for NRSBU is the high mass load of nitrogen in 
the Biosolids requiring disposal at Rabbit Island.  The improved nitrogen capture 
has increased the area required for biosolids application to land.  This section 
discusses the options for reduction of nitrogen in the biosolids.  Possible options 
are: 
 
• Retrofitting of a Biological Nitrogen Removal (BNR) system to the activated 

sludge system. 
• Thickening or dewatering of the biosolids to remove soluble nitrogen and 

return it to the pond system. 
• Thickening or dewatering of the biosolids to remove soluble nitrogen and 

market the resultant liquor for fertiliser sales. 
• Thickening or dewatering of the biosolids to remove soluble nitrogen and 

return it to a dedicated Biological Nitrogen Removal (BNR) system. 
• Stripping of ammonia from the biosolids. 
• Ammonia absorption from the biosolids. 
• Increased solids retention time in the aeration basin to increase nitrogen 

solubilisation. 
• Nitrogen audit on the contributors with the intention of requiring nitrogen 

reduction at source. 

4.2.1 Retrofitting of a Biological Nitrogen Removal (BNR) System to 
the Activated Sludge System 

Addition of BNR to the activated sludge system would require a new activated 
sludge treatment vessel be built to create an anoxic zone for the BNR process.  
The current aeration basin volume is not large enough to allow for sufficient 
bacterial sludge age to guarantee nitrification at mid winter temperatures and so a 
second aeration basin would need to be formed.  The two new basins would 
logically be formed in the old aeration basin structure in the same manner as the 
existing basin.  Each new basin would be of a similar size to the existing unit 
being approximately 7000m3 in volume.  Final size would depend on the desired 
nitrogen removal and anticipated future requirements. 
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This system however is only able to remove nitrogen in the form of ammonia or 
any organic nitrogen which is broken down to ammonia in the aeration basin.  
Roughly half of the influent Nitrogen is in the form of ammonia.  The problem is 
that most of the nitrogen going to the ATAD system is associated with the solids.  
Of the estimated 280kg N/day fed to the ATADs only 3kg is in soluble form.  
Therefore reduction in soluble nitrogen by a BNR process will benefit the 
discharge to Waimea estuary but will not significantly benefit the biosolids 
disposal system. 

4.2.2 Thickening or Dewatering of the Biosolids to Remove Soluble 
Nitrogen and Return it to the Pond System 

Figure 4.4 shows the nitrogen mass balance with NWWTP sludge and the addition 
of a thickening unit with return of the liquor to the ponds.   
 
The nitrogen passing from the Activated Sludge system to the ATADs is largely 
particulate organic nitrogen that is not soluble.  In the ATADS the digestion 
process breaks down the solids releasing soluble nitrogen.  Testing of the biosolids 
shows that after treatment the biosolids has been changed and ammonia is now 
typically 40 - 50% of the total nitrogen load in the biosolids and the soluble 
nitrogen is typically 50 – 55% of the total.  By thickening the biosolids from an 
average of 2.4% TSS up to concentration of 6% TSS will remove 85m3/day of 
liquor from the biosolids flow.  This liquor will contain an average of 70kg N/day.  
This liquor can be returned to the ponds or used as a fertiliser.  If sent to the 
ponds, this increased mass loading of nitrogen is unlikely to have a significant 
impact as they used to have this loading prior to the recent upgrade.  It is expected 
that some of this nitrogen being predominantly ammonia will be volatilised in the 
ponds, particularly in the summer months.  
 
The increased solids content of the biosolids may cause some problems for the 
Rabbit Island operation.  The contractor has not been able to be definitive on this 
point.  However, problems are understood to be occurring at the current 
concentrations, through ragging, rather than consistency.  It is noted that the 
pumps being used in the Rabbit Island operation are water pumps and if pumps 
suited for sludge were used the problems are likely to end.  Ragging issues have 
been addressed separately under the screening section.  Replacement of the screen 
at the Bells Island Inlet works with a more efficient unit will reduce or eliminate 
this problem. 
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Figure 4.4: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the 
plant – 2007, NWWTP sludge added and diversion of soluble nitrogen from the 
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The thickening operation will require polyelectrolyte addition to allow effective 
solids separation.  Typically a requirement of 3 - 5kg polyelectrolyte per tonne of 
dry solids is predicted for this type of duty.  However, ATAD sludge is often 
difficult to thicken or dewater and so consumption may be up to 7kg/tonne.  This 
would give a daily polyelectrolyte consumption of 8 – 21kg if the quantity of 
sludge from NWWTP is towards the upper end of the design estimates made by 
United Gooder.  The NWWTP sludge will already contain polyelectrolyte but the 
effect of the ATAD process on this chemical is unknown.  However this may 
reduce the polyelectrolyte requirement at Bells Island.   
 
The impact of flocculated solids on Rabbit Island is expected to be minimal.  The 
binding by the polyelectrolyte may reduce the incidence of soil blinding and 
reduce the risk of “ponding”.  The breakdown of the solids may be slowed to 
some extent but this is unlikely to be significant over a three year application 
cycle. 
 
A variant of this option is to dewater the biosolids rather than just thicken.  
Dewatering to, say, 18% would reduce the biosolids flow to 19m3/day.  This 
would shift another 20kg of N to the ponds but would require that the whole 
biosolids handling system from Bells Island to application on Rabbit Island be 
changed.  It is considered that this variant is not justified unless alternative 
disposal sites are to be used.  
 
An issue with these options is that at times during the winter the nitrogen 
discharge to the Waimea estuary is high i.e. 440kg/day in June 2005.  The addition 
of 110kg N/day of nitrogen from the thickening liquor may be of concern at this 
time of the year.  However, if necessary, the discharge load could be monitored 
and the load split between the Waimea Estuary and Rabbit Island managed to 
achieve compliance with both consents and to minimise the yearly load to Rabbit 
Island. 
 
A thickening system including a gravity belt thickener or rotary drum thickener, 
polyelectrolyte system and a shed will be of the order of $200,000 capital cost. 
 
A centrifugation system would be of the order of $400,000 capital cost but offers 
the option that adjustment of the centrifuge would allow dewatering to be 
performed greatly reducing the biosolids volume if trucking of biosolids to 
alternative application sites is required. 

4.2.3 Thickening or Dewatering of the Biosolids to Remove Soluble 
Nitrogen and Market the Resultant Liquor for Fertiliser Sales 

The thickening or dewatering option above could also be used to produce a liquid 
fertiliser for use as “irrigation” water for orchards nurseries, golf courses etc. the 
liquor from the biosolids dewatering process would have been through the ATAD 
pasteurisation process and could, if necessary, be filtered to allow use in trickle or 
drip-line irrigation systems.  Presumably resource consent would be required for 
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use of this material and it may be that there will be resistance to its use due to its 
source. 

4.2.4 Thickening or Dewatering of the Biosolids to Remove Soluble 
Nitrogen and Return it to a Biological Nitrogen Removal 
(BNR) System 

Taking the underflow or liquor from a thickening or dewatering option as 
discussed above and introducing it to a BNR system will reduce the overall 
nitrogen loading to the environment but will not further improve the situation on 
Rabbit Island compared to the above.  Given the current discharge consent 
nitrogen limits there is no significant pressure to introduce this refinement to the 
thickening or dewatering option until such time as the nitrogen discharge to the 
estuary approaches the consent limits.   
 
If dewatering was undertaken then despite the flow being small, the nitrogen load 
of the liquor would be relatively large.  Tank or basin volumes of approximately 
2000m3 would be required to hold sufficient bacteria to process the nitrogen mass 
load.  Dosing of readily biodegradable COD would be required to allow the 
denitrification process to operate.  WSL would envisage providing this COD from 
a side stream of the influent.  This would require a flow of the order of 
2200m3/day or 18% of the total average dry weather flow.  The aeration 
equipment requirement would be of the order of 100 – 150 kW. 
 
A BNR system of this type gives another system which must be operated over and 
above the existing duties.  The system is quite large and will treat a reasonable 
fraction of the influent load.  WSL believe it would be more viable to upgrade the 
current activated sludge system to BNR and treat the biosolids thickening liquor 
and the influent in one system.  This allows for a greater reduction in overall 
nitrogen loading while capital costs will not be significantly larger due to 
construction costs being largely associated with bund construction rather then 
basin size.  Operation of one activated sludge system is expected to be simpler and 
cheaper than that required for two different systems. 

4.2.5 Stripping of Ammonia from the Biosolids 
The ammonia in the biosolids stream could be removed by passing the sludge 
through an ammonia stripper.  WSL have implemented this technology on a 
digester sludge stream.  The use of this technology would allow for the removal of 
approximately 107kg N/day at the current nitrogen loading, about 150kg N /day 
when NWWTP sludge is added and about 400kg N/day at 2025.   
 
The high solids content of the biosolids would preclude the use of a traditional 
packed bed stripper.  However there is a spray tower stripping system which can 
handle high solids feeds.  This stripping system utilises temperature rather than 
chemicals to drive the ammonia equilibrium.  The target temperature is 72ºC and 
with the sludge already at around 60ºC a relatively small amount of additional 
heat is required to raise the temperature to 72ºC.  The stripper will also reduce the 
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odour potential of the biosolids by stripping out other volatile substances.  The air 
bleed from the system will need to be treated in a biofilter. 
 
The energy requirement would be about 11.7 GJ/day.  Provided by gas this would 
cost about $117/day plus the cost of supply system installation.  Electrical demand 
would be about 150 kW ($216/day at $0.06/kWhr). 
 
The removed ammonia will need to be trapped in another liquid form which 
becomes a potentially saleable liquid fertiliser.  The ammonia is normally 
absorbed using sulphuric or phosphoric acid.  The acid cost is likely to be $190 
per day for sulphuric acid and $860 for phosphoric acid.  Approximately 
590kg/day of ammonium sulphate would be produced in the form a solution of 
about 10 - 30% solids as desired.  The wholesale rate for the dried fertiliser is 
about $0.5/kg.  The rate for a solution would probably be lower but will depend on 
the local market.  Ravensdown Fertiliser Co-op Ltd are interested in considering 
the idea but make no commitments.  
 
The capital cost will depend on the details of the system but is estimated to be 
approximately $1,100,000. 
 
In the later stage of the design period the use of the ammonia stripper would 
decrease the BNR requirement.  Aeration cost saving would be about $130/day 
and the capital cost saving would be about $200,000. 
 
This is seen as a relatively expensive option but it does provide for resource 
recovery from the waste treatment system.  Table 4.1 summarises the costs 
associated with ammonia stripping for the current situation, for next year when the 
NWWTP sludge is added and for 2025.  In the event that the ATAD system is 
replaced with anaerobic digestion technology at the end of the ATAD tank design 
life a cogeneration system could provide all the heat required to drive the 
ammonia stripping. 
 

Table 4.1: Ammonia stripping summary for various operational scenarios 
 

Ammonia 
(kg N/day 

Capital Cost Heat 
Energy 

kW 

Acid 
kg (98%) 

Electrical 
Energy 

Product 
(NH4)2SO4 

(kg/day 
107 

(now) 
$1,100,000 135 

($117/day) 
430 

($190/day) 
150 

($216/day) 
505 

150 
(2007) 

$1,200,000 180 
($156/day)) 

600 
($264/day) 

165 
($238/day) 

707 

4001 
(2015 -2025) 

$1,850,000 0 
(By cogen) 

1540 
($680/day) 

200 
($288/day) 

1890 

1 assumes TPAD and co-generation installed.  TPAD heat and thermal ammonia stripper head 
demands supplied by co-gen engine.  A 650kW boiler may be required for start up. 
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4.2.6 Ammonia Absorption from the Biosolids 
Ammonia can also be removed by absorption using zeolytes.  Zeolyte removal 
systems have recently been commercialised but only as packed beds for relatively 
solids free wastewaters.  WSL has discussed the issue of high solids feeds with the 
proprietors of the technology and they have sought WSL’s advice about use of 
these zeolytes in SBR type systems to allow them to handle higher solids contents 
and high volumetric throughputs.  Such a system is in development at present but 
is not considered to be commercially viable at the present point in time. 

4.2.7 Increased Solids Retention Time in the Aeration Basin to 
Increase Nitrogen Solubilisation 

Increased volume in the aeration basin or, more realistically, the addition of a 
second aeration basin, would allow the Solids Retention Time (SRT) to be 
increased to around 20 days from the current average of about 6 days.  This will 
increase the digestion of solids and release more nitrogen in to a soluble form.  
WSL estimates that approximately 99% of the soluble nitrogen exiting the 
Activated Sludge system goes to the ponds and so, by converting particulate 
nitrogen to a soluble form, this will reduce the nitrogen load going to the 
biosolids.  No testing has been conducted, but WSL estimate that such an 
extension in SRT would result in a reduction in suspended solids of 20 – 30%.  It 
can be assumed that the conversion of particulate to soluble nitrogen would be of 
the same order.  This would result in the shifting of about 70 - 105kg N /day from 
the biosolids to the Ponds. 
 
The additional aeration basin volume required would be about 14,000 to 
16,000m3.  This volume is similar to that for a conservatively designed BNR 
retrofit of the activated sludge system as discussed above. 

4.2.8 Nitrogen Audit on the Contributors With the Intention of 
Requiring Nitrogen Reduction at Source 

The sewerage system monitoring shows that most of the contributors are at or 
exceeding their nitrogen input limits.  While there is significant discrepancy 
between the totalled load from the contributors and the load measured at the inlet 
to Bells Island, there can be no question that, irrespective of the actual load, 
reduced nitrogen input would result in a lowered nitrogen output. 
 
A nitrogen audit could indicate were high nitrogen inputs are occurring and 
possibly allow for reduction from these contributors.  It may indicate that there are 
other sources currently not being monitored in the normal yearly monitoring.  The 
contributor data available shows that only ENZA of the three single point 
contributors clearly exceeds their nitrogen limit most of the time.  Their overall 
input is relatively low due to the seasonal nature of their processing.  NPI has not 
exceeded their limit in the past year and is a relatively small contributor of 
nitrogen.  Alliance does not typically exceed their limit but is a more significant 
nitrogen source at an average input of 99kg N/day. 
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The other contributors that regularly exceed their limits are catchments with 
domestic and commercial inputs and so the ability to make significant nitrogen 
reductions here may be questionable unless a few point sources can be identified. 
 
The Richmond and Airport catchments are large nitrogen contributors but also are 
larger catchments and have relatively low nitrogen concentrations.  Mapua and 
Saxton catchments are relatively small contributors but have average nitrogen 
concentrations of 87 and 73mg/l suggesting possible scope for nitrogen reduction.  
It is recommended that an investigation in to nitrogen mass reduction in small 
high concentration catchments be conducted. 

4.3 Summary 
There are a number of options for nitrogen removal.  Of these the most cost 
effective for rapid reduction in biosolids nitrogen is thickening of the biosolids 
stream with the resulting filtrate/underflow directed to the pond system.  This 
upgrade does not compromise other options for nitrogen removal or other possible 
upgrade works such as the addition of a primary clarifier.  The use of a more 
expensive centrifuge offers the ability to dewater in the future for further cost 
reduction if trucking of the biosolids is required in the future (as it is very likely to 
be with the predicted nitrogen mass load).  The option gives control of the 
nitrogen split between the two discharges and allows the loads to be managed to 
achieve compliance with both consents for a period of time. 
 
At some future date the thickening liquor (containing the nitrogen) can be diverted 
to a retro-fitted Activated Sludge BNR system treating the whole plant flow (or 
used as a fertiliser) to reduce the overall nitrogen discharge to the environment.   
 
The addition of a primary clarifier to Bells Island may have little effect on the 
nitrogen load to the biosolids.  This is because the reduced load on the aeration 
basin may allow a greater solubilisation of particulate nitrogen which lowers the 
nitrogen contribution to the ATADs from this source compensating for the 
increased nitrogen entering the ATAD system from the primary clarifier.  The 
increased energy content of the primary solids will increase the air flow and strip 
more ammonia from the ATAD liquor.  This has not been allowed for in Figure 
4.5 to give a “worst case” analysis.  Some monitoring of the condensate and 
Leachate of the biofilter is recommended to ensure that these streams are not 
recycling significant amounts of nitrogen.  
 
Figure 4.5 shows the estimated plant mass balance for nitrogen with addition of a 
primary clarifier and inclusion of NWWTP sludge.  The biosolids nitrogen load is 
estimated to be 216kg N/day on average compared to roughly 163kg N/day 
without the primary clarifier. 
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Figure 4.5: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the 
plant – 2009 NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary clarifier 
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5.0 CAPACITY PROJECTIONS TO 2025 

The discussions above have addressed the current or near term issues for the Bells 
Island plant.  This section will examine how the established capacities will impact 
on treatment for the projected 2025 flows and loads. 
 
The flows and loads used for the various mass balance estimates, a full set of 
which can be found in Appendix B, have assumed growth on a pro rata basis 
starting from the current annual average flow of 13,588m3/day to the average flow 
predicted by NRSBU for the year 2025 of 20,276m3/day.  The average flows and 
loads for the year to June 2006 have been used as the starting point for the 
estimation process.  This process has given a prediction of a 49% increase in the 
flows and loads to the plant for the period to 2025.  
 
Table 5.1 shows the projected flows and loads for the year 2025 as estimated in 
the DWTse 2005 report.  These have been modified to allow for the importation of 
Nelson Wastewater Treatment Plant (NWWTP) primary sludge at the rates 
provided by United Gooder in their design documentation.  This sludge is 
currently anticipated to commence delivery in December 2006.  The nitrogen 
loadings have been further modified to take account of later nitrogen monitoring 
data which has shown significantly higher nitrogen input to the Bells Island plant 
than previously indicated. 
 

Table 5.1: projected flows and loads for the year 2025 
 

Parameter Suggested Design Load or Flow 
COD (kg/day) 25,918 
BOD5 (kg/day) 11,569 
TSS (kg/day) 15,4281 

TKN (kg/day) 1,4041 
TP (kg/day) 230 
Peak instantaneous flow (ℓ/s) 1,444 
Average flow (m3/day) 20,276 
Diurnal peak flow (ℓ/s) 470 

1 – Includes an allowance of 2500 kg TSS/day and 150 kg N/day for NWWTP sludge import. 
 
It should be noted that the 2025 figures in Table 5.1 are the proposed design 
parameters rather than the average expected loads.  In general they represent the 
90th percentile loads expected.  These figures are therefore approximately double 
the current average loadings.   
 
These design parameters have been applied to the mass balance figures produced 
earlier in the report for the current situation. 
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5.1 Flows 
Figure 5.1 shows the expected flow patterns in a 2025 plan with a primary clarifier 
and thickening system added.  It has been assumed that flow buffering has been 
provided either on shore (either at Monaco, Airport or Saxtons Road) or on Bells 
Island prior to the inlet works and that this buffering in combination with adjusted 
control of the pump station pumps has resulted in a much smoother flow pattern to 
the plant.  If the influent maintains the existing surging sawtooth pattern then 
much of the plant will become limiting from a flow point of view. 
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From a technical and risk management point of view buffering on shore is 
preferable because it reduces the maximum flow required for the pipeline to Bells 
Island.  This will be of significant benefit when a second pipeline to Bells Island is 
installed, due to cost savings from the reduced pipe size required.  It will also 
potentially extend the life of the existing pipeline by allowing for reduced pressure 
requirements should pipe deterioration occur and it would allow short term 
maintenance to be undertaken on the pipeline if necessary.  Having a large storage 
volume on shore also reduces the risk of spills to the environment in the event of 
damage to the pipeline or maintenance work.  However, provision of flow 
buffering on shore may be difficult due to resource consent and land availability 
difficulties.  As a result the final form and location of the buffering facility or 
facilities is uncertain at this point. 
 
By 2025 the average flow is estimated to increase from approximately 140ℓ/s to 
235ℓ/s.  It has been assumed that bypass direct to pond F1 will be minimised 
through the increased flow buffering and will only occur during storm events.  A 
second high flow bypass using the existing pipework to chamber C2 and C3 will 
need to be installed. 
 
Increased hydraulic head will be required at the inlet area, if the current inlet 
works are used.  This may be provided as part of the buffering system or may be a 
booster pump set in the inlet works. 
 
Fitting of a milli-screen or similar of approximately 425ℓ/s capacity with the 
existing step screen providing high flow screening of flow in excess of 425ℓ/s will 
increase the inlet works capacity to approximately 1275ℓ/s.  A number of options 
exist for the upgrade of the inlet works especially in conjunction with the primary 
clarifier and flow buffering works.  A discussion of these is beyond the scope of 
this report. 
 
In 2025 it is expected that almost the entire flow passes through the activated 
sludge system as buffering reduces the peak dry weather flow to less than the limit 
of the clarifier.  Peak wet weather flows in excess of 425ℓ/s or similar will be 
bypassed to Chamber C3 after the primary clarifier. 
 
The primary clarifier has minimal impact from a flow point of view but may 
provide an opportunity to address some of the hydraulic head issues through the 
plant if these are not already addressed by the flow buffering. 
 
The ponds will see a significant increase in flow and this is expected to impact on 
their treatment efficiency to some extent.  The parameter with the most risk is 
expected to be faecal coliforms as this is most dependent on residence time, which 
will drop to approximately 60% of the current average value.  However the 
average faecal coliform count is currently 1,000/100ml compared to the consent 
limit of an average off 20,000/100ml.  Since the upgrade the maximum count has 
been 8,600/100ml compared to a maximum limit of 100,000/100ml.  It is 
recommended that the faecal coliform removal performance be monitored during 
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the operation of the system and, if necessary, a supplementary disinfection method 
be emplaced to deal with the issue.  It is expected that this disinfection may only 
be required during the wintertime issues when the faecal die off rate in the ponds 
typically reduces.   
 
The flow to the ATAD system at 2025 is estimated to be 231m3/day.  This 
exceeds the sustainable volumetric throughput for the current ATADs and 
suggests that additional volume will need to be provided at or about the year 2015.  
At this time the use of an alternative treatment technology should be considered 
because they may be more cost effective at these higher usage rates.  

5.2 Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
The TSS design load in 2025 is almost double that of the current average plant 
input.  This parameter has probably been the one that has given the plant the most 
problems in the past.  High TSS loads are detrimental to the pond performance, 
due to reduction in light penetration.  The Activated Sludge system struggles with 
the current peak TSS loads. 
 
To deal with this issue a primary clarifier is proposed.  Figure 5.2 shows the TSS 
mass flows for the plant with a primary clarifier in the year 2025. 
 
The primary clarifier is expected to remove approximately 50% of the influent 
TSS.  These solids will be the large particles which breakdown only slowly in the 
aeration basin.  A few simple tests have shown that the TSS not retained by a 
primary clarifier is very fine and predominantly colloidal in nature.  These solids 
are likely to breakdown well in the aeration basin.  This reduces the oxygen 
demand exerted on the aeration basin delaying the need for increasing aeration. 
 
The reduced TSS load means that more of the sludge in the Activated Sludge 
system are bacteria and a longer sludge age is possible increasing the systems 
capacity for nitrogen and BOD removal.  The primary clarifier will also trap fine 
grit reducing the operational costs in the activated sludge system due to less wear 
on the aerators and a reduced frequency of emptying for de-gritting of the basin. 
 
The sludge from the primary clarifier passes to the ATAD system.  The projected 
TSS load exceeds the capacity of the current three trains.  A fourth ATAD is 
expected to be required in approximately 10 years.  This is roughly the expected 
“end of life” for the existing ATAD tanks.   
 
At this time a shift to Temperature Phased Anaerobic Digestion (TPAD) should be 
considered.  The TPAD system elevates the sludge temperature to 60ºC for 3-4 
days meeting USEPA class A biosolids requirements.  The mass of TSS requiring 
digestion is such that the Anaerobic Digestion process would be expected to yield 
biogas sufficient for electrical generation of approximately 400kW continuous or 
$210,000 pa at $0.06/kWhr. 
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The heat available from co-generation engines would be sufficient to heat the 
anaerobic digestion system.  Approximately 390kW would be required to heat the 
sludge to 60ºC and up to 610kW heat would be available.  The anaerobic system 
would not require the aeration energy needed for the ATADs but would require 
mixers.  The net energy saving from this equipment substitution would be 
approximately 180kW or $95,000 pa at $0.06/kWhr. 
 
A co-generation engine system installed with exhaust heat exchanger would cost 
roughly $500,000 at today’s prices.  The cost of a TPAD system would be 
expected to be equivalent to the cost of replacing the existing three ATAD trains 
and adding a fourth train. 
 
The primary clarifier sludge has more available energy than the equivalent mass 
of secondary sludge and this benefits both ATAD and TPAD operation. 
 
The inclusion of the primary clarifier also reduces the TSS load to the ponds to an 
estimated 556kg TSS/day compared to the current 828kg TSS/day.  This will, at 
least in part, compensate for the reduced hydraulic retention time in the pond 
system. 

5.3 Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) / Biochemical Oxygen 
Demand (BOD) 

The proposed design COD load is 25,918kg/day.  Figure 5.3 shows the COD mass 
balance for the year 2025 
 
The primary clarifier shifts approximately 42% of this load away from the 
Activated Sludge system to the ATAD system.  This greatly reduces the aeration 
requirement on the aeration basin postponing the time at which equipment 
expansion is necessary and reducing the 2025 expansion requirement to 
approximately 30% of the installed power that would be required without the 
primary clarifier. 
 
The addition of the primary clarifier also reduces the sludge production from the 
Activated Sludge system to roughly the current level meaning that a second 
secondary clarifier will not be required until loads are larger than the projected 
2025 figures. 
 
The diversion of COD achieved by the primary clarifier also shifts the aeration 
demand from the relatively low efficiency activated sludge system offering 
approximately 0.8 kg O2/kWhr to the higher efficiency ATAD aeration systems 
which offer efficiencies of 1.3kgO2/kWhr. 
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Figure 5.3: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant – 
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5.4 Nitrogen 
The design load for TKN is 1254kg/day with an additional 75kg/day from the 
NWWTP imported sludge. 
 
Figure 5.4 shows the nitrogen mass balance for a slightly lower average design 
nitrogen load in the year 2025 to reflect the limitation of the plant which are not 
two day peak dominated.  Nitrogen removal in the aeration basin and Ponds has 
been set to the current levels.  Removal is expected to be larger in the activated 
sludge system with increased aeration and Biological Nitrogen Removal (BNR) to 
meet the increased COD load.  However, allowance for this has not been included 
so that the mass balance outlines the areas where upgrading will be necessary. 
 
The ATADs are predicted to receive an average of 565kg N/day which is a 
significant rise from the current average of approximately 280kg N/.  The nitrogen 
loss has been estimated on a pro rata basis of air flow from the current measured 
losses.  Theoretically the air flow could carry about 30% more nitrogen but this 
depends on mass transfer limitations and improvements can not be guaranteed.  
Secondly the amount of this ammonia which is “lost” from the system is 
unknown.  The amount of nitrogen returned to the ponds via the condensate and 
leachate stream from the biofilter system has not been monitored, and therefore, 
this ammonia “removal” may, at least in part, be a diversion of nitrogen to the 
ponds with the pond nitrogen removal higher than currently shown by the mass 
balance. 
 
The mass of nitrogen in the biosolids at 2025 is high (at an estimated 339kg 
N/day).  This will mean that significant additional areas of land for sludge 
disposal will be required.   
 
It is recommended that the biosolids be thickened following ATAD (or TPAD) 
treatment.  The underflow or filtrate from the biosolids will contain approximately 
one third of the nitrogen that was in the biosolids, and almost all of it will be in 
soluble form.  In the short term, the underflow could be returned to the ponds, but 
this stream will need to be diverted to a BNR Activated Sludge system once this 
was established or to an alternative reuse or disposal system.  Almost all the 
nitrogen in the stream would be amenable to BNR treatment.   
 
The filtrate from a thickener will be relatively free of solids and will have been 
through a pasteurisation process.  This material would potentially be saleable as a 
liquid fertiliser.  A simple secondary filtration step would give a product suitable 
for drip line irrigation.  The volume is relatively small (at 130m3/day for a 
centrifuge system) but wash water would roughly double the flow for rotary drum 
or gravity belt thickeners.  A market that was not resistant to fertiliser from a 
human waste source would need to be located in the Nelson region that could 
absorb 30 -40 tonnes of nitrogen annually. 
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Figure 5.4: Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant – 
2025 NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Ammonia stripping could offer a liquid fertiliser that may have less resistance to 
sale and at a much reduced volume (3-6m3/day compared to 130 – 260m3/day), 
however, the capital and operating costs are significantly higher.  Stripping and 
thickening options are discussed in Sections 4.2.2 – 4.2.5.  
 
The addition of BNR to the Activated Sludge system will increase the solids 
residence time and enhance the degradation of the solids solubilising more 
nitrogen and diverting this away from the ATADs.  In addition to this, the solids 
going to the Activated Sludge system will be fine in nature and so will be more 
amenable to relatively rapid breakdown.  The combination of these factors will be 
expected to reduce the nitrogen load to the ATADS from the Activated Sludge 
system.  However, the bulk of the solids, and therefore the nitrogen, comes from 
the primary clarifier underflow.  Leaving this material to go to the Activated 
Sludge system would require a significant investment in this facility and much of 
the solids and associated nitrogen would still end up in the ATAD system.  
Returning the nitrogen containing filtrate to the Activated Sludge system makes 
more economic and technical sense. 
 
Replacement of the ATAD system with an anaerobic system, such as TPAD, 
when the ATAD tanks are at the end of their economic life has the added benefit 
that under anaerobic conditions potentially more of the nitrogen is solubilised than 
is the case under aerobic conditions.  Typically, two thirds of the nitrogen is 
converted to ammonia in anaerobic digestion compared to approximately half in 
ATADs.  This increases the amount of nitrogen that can be removed from the 
biosolids and treated using BNR or marketed if stripped.  
 
The increased ammonia load in the biosolids may make ammonia stripping more 
favourable as the capital cost does not increase a lot for increases in ammonia 
load.  The operating cost for ammonia stripping or BNR will increase 
proportionally to nitrogen load.  The ammonia stripper can utilise the heat from a 
possible co-generation unit associated with anaerobic digestion to provide the 
required heat input.  This heat can then be reused to provide the heat required for 
the TPAD process.  Cost estimates are provided in Table 4.1 of Section 4.2.5. 
 
The nitrogen load to the ponds will elevate as a result of growth and the nitrogen 
diversion.  While the pond discharge is predicted to be below the discharge 
consent conditions as an annual average, historic data shows that the ponds ability 
to remove nitrogen in winter is restricted and in summer it is enhanced.  Peak 
nitrogen discharges recorded have been approximately 1.75 times the annual 
average, and based on this there is a risk that some daily discharges could exceed 
the current resource consent nitrogen conditions at the relatively rapidly.  Figure 
5.5 shows the estimated growth in nitrogen discharges and the effects of the 
addition of the nitrogen diversion system and the primary clarifier.  It can be seen 
that the outfall nitrogen rises above the estimated annual average discharge at 
which there is significant risk of non compliance with the discharge criteria during 
the winter months.  The cross over point depends on the actual rate of growth of 
influent nitrogen.  The cross over is estimated to occur between early 2011 and 
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late 2013.  At these times some way of reducing the  outfall nitrogen discharge 
would be required to be in place.  
 

Figure 5.5: Bells Island Nitrogen Discharges - Projected Growth
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The most appropriate solution is to retrofit the Activated Sludge system to provide 
Biological Nitrogen Removal (BNR).  This would require expansion of the 
aeration volume through the addition of a second aeration basin and further 
addition of an anoxic basin with MLSS recycle and mixers.  The exact volume of 
each basin will depend on the desired degree of nitrogen removal and the desired 
degree of enhancement of solids degradation, however, it is expected that each 
new basin would be similar in scale to the existing basin. 
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5.5 Overall Plant Upgrade 
When considering the 2 day peak organic (COD & BOD) and solids (TSS) 
loading to the plant the current configuration has demonstrably been able to 
handle more than the predicted peak loads for 2025.  However, as discussed in 
Section 2, this is only because the average load to the plant is low enough for the 
systems, particularly the Activated Sludge system, to recover from the peak load 
events.  It is expected that the annual loads will increase over time and that the 
annual load will increase to the point where there is a significant risk of plant non-
compliance within 3 – 5 years. 
 
There are a number of options to deal with the organic and solids loading, the 
most viable are: 
 
• Increase aeration capacity and aeration basin size. 
• Add a trickling filter prior to the aeration basin. 
• Add a primary clarifier. 
 
Increased aeration capacity is potentially a good solution because this expansion 
can be staged almost to meet demand.  However, this is limited by a high cost, 
estimated by Nelson Electrical at roughly $500,000, to expand the power supply 
to the Island.  Aeration could be added until the current supply is at maximum but 
this allows no flexibility to respond to other issues that may need power without 
upgrading the power supply.  The advice from the power supply authority is that 
there is only approximately 70kVA available in the current supply.  This will not 
allow any significant increase in aeration.  At a certain point increase in aeration 
will not be sufficient and the aeration basin volume will need to be increased.  The 
increased generation of secondary solids will also increase the solids loading on 
the clarifier resulting in a need to add another secondary clarifier.  Even with these 
upgrades the Activated Sludge system will not be reliable or perform to capacity 
until the incoming flow surges are buffered out.  This option significantly 
increases operational cost and will exert a high load on the ATAD system. 
 
A trickling filter will reduce the increase in power requirement.  However the 
inflow and recycle requirements will result in an average power use of about 
38kW and the peak flow handling of the filter would be about 400ℓ/s.  This 
demand is below the amount estimated as current spare capacity but would take 
the system to the point where care would be needed in the order of starting 
equipment and limit the choice of biosolids thickening system to reduce the 
Rabbit Island Nitrogen loading to low powered devices such as a belt press or 
similar.  From a process point of view a trickling filter would possibly reduce the 
soluble COD breakthrough that occurs during peak load events and offer a 
reduced vulnerability to sludge washout during extreme rainfall events.  Washout 
from the aeration basin would still occur and may occur at slightly lower flow due 
to the relatively poor settleability of trickling filter solids.  The trickling filter 
would supply a reduced treatment capacity until the sludge in the aeration basin is 
re-established.  However buffering of the influent flows to allow the design flow 
splitting would achieve this end more effectively.  The trickling filter, as for the 
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aeration upgrade, will reduce the size of the increase in solids loading to the 
clarifier.  However the loading will still increase and it is likely that the solids will 
be of reduced settleability.  This makes it likely that a second secondary clarifier 
will be required.  The trickling filter will reduce the load of BOD and COD going 
to the aeration basin but by and large will not reduce the suspended solids loading. 
 
A primary clarifier will capture the larger solids and divert them to the ATAD 
system.  This will reduce the organic and solids loading on the activated sludge 
system by an estimated 31% for BOD5, 42% for COD and 50% for TSS.  This will 
reduce the power consumption at the aeration basin and significantly postpone the 
need for an additional secondary clarifier.  The removal of half of the solids loads 
to the aeration basin is expected to increase the Solids Residence Time (SRT) 
resulting in an increase in the digestion of the remaining solids and some 
enhancement of solubilisation of Nitrogen.  The primary clarifier will mean that 
more solids are loaded to the ATAD system.  However these solids will be the 
larger particles and are generally going to be those solids which are not digested 
or are digested poorly in the activated sludge (or Trickling Filter) system.  
Secondly the influent solids are lower in nitrogen than the solids exiting the 
Activated Sludge clarifier 5.7% N /TSS for the influent solids and 7.7% N /TSS in 
the WAS from the secondary clarifier.  The bacterial solids produced in the 
activated sludge or trickling filter/activated sludge processes are expected to be 
15-18% Nitrogen.  The TSS in the clarifier overflow are about 13.5% nitrogen.  
This suggests that there is significant uptake of soluble nitrogen as part of 
bacterial growth.  This all suggests that the solids passed to the ATAD will be 
those generally lowest in nitrogen content.  Overall the primary clarifier is still 
likely to increase the nitrogen loading to the ATADs and on to Rabbit Island but 
not by as much as might be thought.  The primary clarifier is expected to use 
about 15kW of power (8kW for lifting the inflow, 2kW for the scraper drive and 
5Kw for the sludge pumping). 
 
Both the increased aeration option and the trickling filter option will result in 
some digestion of influent solids but will require an additional secondary clarifier 
relatively early in the current design period.  In both options it is expected that the 
solids loading to the ATADs will increase to a lesser extent than would occur with 
the primary clarifier but the primary clarifier solids will be preferable because 
they will have a higher energy content making it easier to obtain the required 
temperature.  Also they will be more digestible than secondary solids making 
compliance with the solids removal requirements of the Biosolids Guidelines 
more obtainable.   
 
Once the ATAD system is replaced with an anaerobic system the primary clarifier 
is definitely the best option.  The diversion of influent solids to the anaerobic 
system maximises the reduction in the energy requirements of the plant and offers 
potrtential energy production options.  
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
BIWWTP has sufficient capacity to process existing average and short term peak 
flows and loads being delivered to the plant with the existing sewerage and 
pumping system. With average influent loads at current levels the existing 
BIWWTP can treat relatively high short term peaks because there is a reasonable 
amount of buffering capability within the process.  
 
However, as the average influent loads increase over time, the Maximum 
Sustainable Capacity of the plant (i.e. maximum influent loads the plant can treat 
without failure) will decrease to a point where the plant will not cope with 
additional peak loads. It has been estimated that the Maximum Sustainable 
Capacity of the BIWWTP will be exceeded in 2008.   
 
Criteria BIWWTP’s Estimated 

Maximum Sustainable 
Capacity 

Predicted Date That Maximum 
Sustainable Capacity Will Be 
Exceeded 

Flow 17,150m3/day 2008 
BOD 7,950kg/day 2008 
COD 15,900kg/day 2008 
TSS 9,500kg/day 2011 
TKN N/A 2007 
 
 
Table 6.1 below shows the flow capacity of the various unit operations as 
accurately as available from the stress testing: 
 

Table 6.1: Summary of flow limitations for the existing plant 
 

Unit Operation Flow 
Inlet works 850ℓ/s 

Grit removal 525ℓ/s 
Chamber C2 525ℓ/s 

Aeration basin  
Clarifier 425ℓ/s 

Chamber C3 400ℓ/s 
Outfall 20,000m3/day 
DAF 16ℓ/s 

ATAD 200m3/day 
Biosolids pipeline 500m3/day 

Estimated Maximum 
Sustainable Capacity  

850ℓ/s 
30,000m3/day 

 
Stop/Start Control of Transfer Pumps 
Alterations to the raw sewage pumping system have introduced sudden significant 
fluctuations in flow through the Bells Island Waste Water Treatment Plant 
(BIWWTP).  The treatment processes operate most effectively with a relatively 
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steady flow through the works.  The alterations resulting in sudden large 
fluctuations in flow have reduced the overall capacity of the process plant.  
 
The influent pumping stations were originally operated using Variable Speed 
Drive (VSD) control which maintained relatively steady flow to the works.  The 
original submersible pumps were capable of pumping raw unscreened at variable 
flows without excessive blocking.  
 
The original pumps were recently replaced with Flygt submersibles with smaller 
motors than the original pumps.  At low flows the pumping stations with the new 
Flygt pumps were found to be blocking with rags, and the control systems were 
altered to operate the pumps at higher flows with on/off control within a very 
small operating band of levels within the wet wells.  This has reduced pump 
blockages but resulted in frequent stop/starts and “plug” flows entering the works 
that have exceeded the ramping up capacities of some items of process plant. 
 
Options for addressing the issue of sudden large fluctuations in flow are: 
 
• Modify control system of pumping stations to increase pumping durations 

and reduce stop/start frequency. 
• Install screened storage tanks at pumping stations and change pumps to 

lower flows to increase pumping durations and reduce stop/start frequency. 
• Install screens and screenings handling upstream of pumping stations 

therefore enabling the pumps to be operated on VSDs at lower flows without 
blocking. 

• Change to pumps capable of pumping screenings at variable flows without 
blocking – examples may be Flygt N range pumps with VSDs or Hidrostal 
Prerostal systems. 

 
We recommend a separate exercise be undertaken to confirm feasible options and 
to develop a recommendation. 
 
Rags and Screenings 
The existing inlet screens are step screens which are struggling to cope reliably 
with the screenings load.  The result has been regular and consistent passing of 
screenings through to the process plant which has compromised the reliability and 
efficiency of the process plant and increased maintenance costs.  The BIWWTP is 
not contracted to accept screenings nor is it designed to process screenings. 
 
Options to be investigated for addressing the issue of rags and screenings are: 
 
• Replace the existing step screens with more reliable screens (e.g. 

milliscreens such as Contra-shear type). 
• Related modifications to screenings handling plant would also need to be 

considered. 
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Flow/Hydraulics Capacity 
BIWWTP has enough capacity to accommodate existing average and peak flows 
but forecast increases in influent flow will result in plant capacity being exceeded.  
It is also important to note that forecast effluent flows will soon exceed the 
capacity of the outfall. 
 
Conclusions:  
• Existing plant peak flow capacity may be exceed around 2007 
• Existing outfall peak flow capacity may be exceeded by 2009  
• The proposed solutions are to install buffering at the plant and upgrade the 

outfall to accommodate peak flows 
 
BOD and COD 
The acceptance of BOD and COD by the plant is limited by the aeration basin, 
ATADs and Ponds. 
 
Table 6.2: BOD and COD 
The numbers presented in this table relate to plant inlet load except where noted. 
 

Aeration Basin BOD5 
(kg/day) 

COD 
(kg/day) 

Performance deterioration occurs 
(when AS bypassing is practiced) 

4,400-5,200 11,000-13,000 

Performance deterioration occurs 
(when no bypassing) 

6,000 15,000 

Actual removal capacity 
(not inlet load) 

3,750 6,000 

   
ATADs   
9 day peak load (to ATAD) ~3800 11,500 
   
Ponds   
2 Monthly peak  pond load  
(Depends on time of year and pond 
health) 

400-2,000 1,000-6,000 

   
Estimated Maximum Sustainable Capacity 7,950 15,900 

 
Note that the organic load to the plant varies on a seasonal basis with the peak 
occurring in winter and the trough in summer.  The current annual average for 
COD is 12,265kg/day.  The monthly average varies from 10,000kg/day in January 
to 18,000kg/day in June.  This means the plant average COD load is dangerously 
close to its contracted 2-day peak COD load limit in winter. 
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Total Suspended Solids (TSS) 
The acceptance of TSS by the plant is limited by the aeration basin, clarifier, 
ATADs and Ponds. 
 
Table 6.3: TSS capacity 
The numbers presented in this table relate to plant inlet load except where noted. 
 

Aeration Basin TSS 
(kg/day) 

Performance deterioration occurs 
(when AS bypassing is practiced) 

6,000 

Performance deterioration occurs 
(when no bypassing) 

11,000 

Actual removal capacity  
(not inlet load) 

1,500 

  
Clarifier  
Hourly load (MLSS) 8,350 kg/hr 
  
ATADs  
9 day peak load 8,200 
  
Ponds  
2 Monthly peak load  
(Depends on time of year and pond 
health) 

800-2,400 

  
Estimated Maximum Sustainable 
Capacity 

9,500 

 
Note that the TSS load to the plant varies on a seasonal basis with the peak 
occurring in winter and the trough in summer.  The current annual average for 
TSS is 6,704kg/day.  The monthly average varies from 5,000kg/day in January to 
9,000kg/day in June.  This means the plant is close to its TSS load limit in winter.  
However, when bypassing the sludge quality deteriorates to the extent that high 
solids flux over the clarifier weirs occurs.  The plant at this time has a lower 
acceptance limit than given above but this value can not be due to the relatively 
low solids loadings that have occurred at the plant during the summers since the 
upgrade.  
 
Nitrogen 
The units operations at the plant essentially will not fail due to nitrogen loading.  
The nitrogen does not compromise the other performance parameters.  The real 
limitations are the discharge limits imposed at the outfall and on Rabbit Island.  
The limit imposed on the outfall is essentially 500kg N/day, being the lowest of 
the applicable limits.  The available land on Rabbit and Rough Islands plus a 
harvesting application allows a maximum of 200kgN/day.  This gives a maximum 
disposal of 700kgN/day.  However, while the biosolids application can be 
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managed to give close to the limit, the outfall management is not a precise and so 
the discharge must be conservative to ensure that compliance is maintained. 
 
The monitoring on influent nitrogen is essentially a single monthly sample and so 
there is a higher degree of uncertainty associated with this parameter compared to 
COD and TSS. 
 
The average inlet nitrogen is estimated at 823kgN/day. The maximum recorded 
load is 1001.6kgN/day and the minimum 708kgN/day.  There appears to be a peak 
during the late winter and a trough during summer. 
 
The biosolids application is at an average of 188kgN/day.  The outfall discharge 
averages 211kgN/day but is highly seasonal.  This suggests on average that 
424kgN/day is removed by the Activated sludge system, the ATADs and the 
ponds.  The contribution by the ponds to this removal is highly seasonal. 
 
The biosolids application is essentially at the limit now and requires that work be 
performed to reduce this load to allow for the near future input of the nitrogen 
from the Nelson WWTP sludge input to the ATADs.  The amount of nitrogen in 
the imported solids is only a rough estimate based on typical (European and USA) 
literature values.  The Nitrogen content of the Bells Island primary solids is 
significantly higher than those literature values this may be because of the 
relatively high input of solids from ENZA and Alliance but this is not confirmed. 
 
It was identified during the course of the report investigation that the load of 
nitrogen to the BIWWTP is a significant concern.  The significance of this 
concern necessitated WSL rewriting this report with a focus on nutrient issues as a 
predominant consideration.  It was found that Nitrogen will quickly become the 
limiting constraint for the BIWWTP, and Nitrogen is already a contaminant of 
significant concern due to insufficient land availability on Rabbit Island. 
 
In order for this report to provide valuable information to NRSBU, WSL felt it 
was necessary to re-evaluate the previously proposed upgrade strategy proposed 
by DWTse in context of nitrogen constraints.  WSL assessed the various stages of 
the growth of the BIWWTP to consider the implications of the increasing loads 
and flows on the various unit operations and the discharge concentrations for the 
various contaminants. 
 
It quickly became apparent that Nitrogen is already a concern, and WSL 
considered diverting the nutrient rich water stream from the Biosolids to the FOPs 
to be the least cost and most prudent upgrade for the short term control of 
Nutrient, especially if resource consents for sufficient additional land cannot 
quickly be accepted. 
 
A variety of dewatering devices were considered for this and the centrifuge 
system was considered the most appropriate because this would use little water 
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and would also allow either dewatering (16-18% TS biosolids) or Thickening (6% 
biosolids) to be produced from the one machine. 
 
When the various upgrade strategies documented in the DWTse report were 
reconsidered it was identified that the primary clarifier upgrade proposed as the 
first major process step, still fitted all scenarios best, and allowed the most 
flexibility for the BIWWTP.  The implications of the Primary Clarifier installation 
on the downstream unit operations were estimated and this is shown schematically 
in the report. 
 
It was concluded that the primary clarifier was the best upgrade path, and WSL 
undertook preliminary testing to determine the likely removal of BOD / TSS and 
nitrogen in a primary clarifier.  This testing identified that a Primary Clarifier 
would remove around 30% of the BOD load, and around 50% of the suspended 
solids. 
 
The load reduction on the Aeration Basin would significantly reduce the load and 
therefore cost of the operation of the aeration basin but the NWWTP sludge will 
significantly increase the overall Nitrogen load to Rabbit Island and therefore the 
nutrients associated with the liquid phase of the biosolids will need to be diverted 
from Rabbit Island biosolids to the ponds for discharge to the estuary.  After a few 
years the discharge mass nutrient to the estuary will begin to exceed the resource 
consent conditions.  At that point it will be come necessary to upgrade the 
Activated Sludge system to a Biological Nitrogen Removal system and divert the 
nitrogen from the biosolids liquid stream back to the Biological Nitrogen Removal 
system for conversion to nitrogen gas. 
 
After a number of years even the removal of nutrient rich liquor from the biosolids 
may not be sufficient to keep the nitrogen discharge low enough for Rabbit Island 
to have sufficient capacity, and at that point the biosolids disposal system will 
need to be augmented. 
 
Carbon Dioxide Footprint 
The carbon dioxide equivalent foot print of the current plant is similar to that of 
comparable wastewater treatment plants in New Zealand.  The carbon dioxide 
comes from three major sources. 
 
• Electricity production to provide the power for operation of aeration, pump 

etc. 
• Release of predominantly methane and CO2 from the ponds. 
• Release of methane and CO2 and possibly nitrite from the aeration basin and 

the ATADS. 
 
Quantifying the releases is outside the scope of this report. 
 
The proposed upgrades to the plant will decrease the plants carbon foot print in 
the following ways: 
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• The primary clarifier will divert organic load to the ATAD system where 
more efficient aeration conditions will reduce the aeration energy 
consumption for this portion of the overall load by an estimated 40 - 50%. 

• The installation of biological nutrient removal will reduce energy 
consumption through the reuse of the oxygen initially used to oxidize 
ammonia, to oxidize organics in the denitrification process. 

• The primary clarifier is expected to reduce the flow of solids to the ponds.  
These solids tend to settle and form an aerobic layer on the bottom of the 
ponds.  When active in the warmer months this layer produces methane, 
much of which will be released to atmosphere. 

• The major reduction in carbon footprint however will result from replacing 
the ATADs with and anaerobic digestion system.  This greatly reduces the 
energy requirement for aeration and the capture of and potential energy 
production from the released methane is also a significant reduction in 
carbon footprint. 

 
It is this last point which is most strongly in favour of the introduction of the 
primary clarifier.  The other options for reducing the loads on the current activated 
sludge system increase the footprint to some extent and minimize the large 
improvement made when an anaerobic digestion system is installed. 
 
Septage Receiving facilities. 
In the last 3 weeks it has been discovered that the amount and type of waste 
discharged to the Bells Island WWTP by tanker trucks is significantly higher that 
was previously anticipated. The Bells Island WWTP design was based on up to 20 
m3 of septage per day. 
It has recently been found that as much as 75 m3 of this waste has been delivered 
on an individual day, and that the wastes delivered have been significantly higher 
in concentration of BOD5, COD and Nitrogen than would be expected from septic 
tank waste.  
 
Wastes being received into the facility include: 

• Fish waste (including fish heads and skeleton and gut)  
• Trade wastes, 
• Grease trap wastes,  
• Milk processing wastes,  
• Mussel processing wastes,   
• Stormwater and Sump sludge, 

 and various other waste streams. 
 
It has also been identified that the area from which wastes are received is 
significantly larger than was previously recognised, with wastes being received 
from Marlborough, and the Marlborough Sounds, Nelson City, and Tasman 
District ranging from Murchison to Golden Bay. 
 
The tanker wastes being received by the Bells Island facility over the last few 
weeks (since all wastes have been directed to Bells Island) have resulted in 
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additional odour on the Bells Island site, changes to the bacterial culture within 
the treatment plant, and a reduction in the treatment efficiency of the plant,  it is 
expected that these issues result primarily from the short duration and low dilution 
that these discharges have when entering the BIWWTP. 
In addition to these effects, it has been found that the screen becomes overloaded 
during the discharges from the  trucks, especially when fish waste is being 
dumped, and this has resulted in additional screening maintenance issues.  
 
The recent information has led Waste Solutions Ltd to assess the likelihood of 
growth of these wastes over the life of the Bells Island WWTP.  We identified that 
the growth in septic tanker wastes will largely depend on the development of the 
rural and rural residential growth throughout the Tasman District. At present it is 
understood that the greater Mapua and Tasman area (R3) will not be reticulated, 
and therefore the growth of the septage being trucked to Bells Island WWTP is 
expected to exceed the rate of the combined Nelson City and Tasman District 
reticulated discharges. No estimate of the specific volume or load has been 
undertaken at present. 
   
The implication of the above is the potential escalation of existing problems 
associated with the volume and strength of the septagewaste received within the 
facility at present. Therefore it is necessary that a review and long term strategy 
for the acceptance of septage and industrial wastes be developed as a matter of 
some urgency. 
 
A well designed and constructed septage receiving facility will provide the 
following benefits to NRSBU: 

• Improved Reliability of BIWWTP 
• Reduced odour 
• (depending on location) reduced cartage costs to contractors (and less 

greenhouse gas emissions). 
• Reduced operations risk if operated by contractor such as EOL 
• Improved reliability of transfer pumping systems 

 
 
Considerations for a septage receiving facility review would include: 

• Access for trucking contractors to the disposal site 
• Acceptance criteria for wastes 
• Analytical testing requirements to audit the wastes discharged 
• Maintenance and operational supervision of the disposal site  
• Tracking of the waste sources, strengths and volumes 
• Dilution of the wastes for treatment efficiency 
• Screening of the wastes for rag 
• Road maintenance 
• Odour control 
• Capital and operational costs, and cost recovery. 
• Ownership and risk deferral 
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WSL have identified that there are a number of issues with receiving these wastes 
at the Bells Island WWTP and therefore it is suggested that other sites also be 
reviewed to identify a site that overcomes these issues. 

 
WSL recommended that the Operations Contractor (EOL) be involved in the 
development of a standard procedures and a concept for the disposal of wastes 
within the NRSS, and that as a component of this EOL  identify a system and 
location that best suits all stake holders. It is recommended that NRSBU 
commission EOL to prepare a proposal for presentation to NRSBU for inclusion 
in the asset management plan in the next calendar month.   
 
Proposed Timeline of Upgrades 
The proposed timeline for implementation of the recommendation is presented in 
below. 
 
Notes: 

1. The estimated Budgets are rough order figures, and more refined costs are 
recommended for funding committal purposes. 

2. The budget for review of reticulation strategy has not been included as 
procurement for this is believed to be already under way.
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7.0 GLOSSARY 

Abbreviations 
 
ADWF Average Dry Weather Flow 
ATAD Autothermal Thermophilic Aerobic Digestion 
BNR Biological Nutrient Removal 
BOD Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
COD Chemical Oxygen Demand 
EA-AS Extended Aeration Activated Sludge 
EBPR Enhanced Biological Phosphorus Removal 
FOP Facultative Oxidation Pond 
MLSS Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids 
MV MilliVolts 
NCC Nelson City Council 
NPI Nelson Pine Industry 
NRSA Nelson Regional Sewerage Authority 
ORP Oxidation Reduction Potential 
OUR Oxygen Uptake Rate 
PAB Phosphorus Accumulating Bacteria 
PWWF Peak Wet Weather Flow 
RAS Return Activated Sludge 
RBCOD Readily Biodegradable COD 
SBCOD Slowly Biodegradable COD 
Stripper A mass transfer process for removing ammonia from 

on liquid, and transferring it to another liquid stream 
SCVFA Short Chain Volatile Fatty Acids 
SS or TSS Suspended Solids or Total Suspended Solids 
TDC Tasman District Council 
TKN Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
TN Total Nitrogen 
TP Total Phosphorus 
WAS Waste Activated Sludge 

 
Floc - A very fine fluffy mass formed by the aggregations of fine 

suspended particles in a liquid.  
 
Bioflocculation - A process of aggregation of fine suspended particles and 

bacteria, brought about by attractive and adhesive properties 
developed by the bacteria under selected conditions. 
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DWTSE REPORT: NRSBU – BELLS ISLAND CAPACITY 
OPTIONS REVIEW 

Executive Summary 

A The Brief 
The NRSBU resolved to define the BIWWTP processes and to prepare an upgrade 
path for future loadings.  This report focuses on three principal objectives. 

Principal Objective 1 
The first objective is to identify the most appropriate option to upgrade the 
BIWWTP to address the existing problems.  These problems can be summarised 
as: 
 
• Increasing the capacity of the treatment systems to accommodate the 20 year 

design loads. 
• Maintaining the low odour production that the recent upgrade has achieved. 
• Reviewing options to allow the nutrients to be maintained within the coastal 

discharge to water consent limits. 
• Manage biosolids discharges in compliance with the discharge to land 

consent, and in a beneficial way. 

Principal Objective 2 
The second objective is to define a clear, and incremental (if possible) long term 
development strategy for upgrading of the BIWWTP.  This strategy needs to cater 
for treating the predicted wastewater flows from industry and domestic 
contributors, to meet the discharge consent requirements for discharge to Water, 
Land and Air. 

Principle Objective 3 
The third objective is to provide the most cost effective system on a life cycle 
basis that satisfies Objectives 1 and 2.  This objective is to be a preliminary 
assessment only due to the time frame available for the report. 

B Investigations 
B.1 Design Parameters 
The design parameters for the BIWWTP were reviewed to check the significance 
of the main contaminant loads on the BIWWTP processes. 
 
The main parameters included biological oxygen demand (BOD), suspended 
solids (SS), nitrogen, phosphorus and flows. 
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All available historic data was reviewed and predictions of future flows and loads 
were made by each of the contributors.  The predictions supplied by the 
contributors are the basis for the BIWWTP design, and investigation was carried 
out to identify whether these figures were representative of the loads that the 
BIWWTP needed to treat. 

B.2 Existing Treatment Capacity  
A review was made of the current BIWWTP and in particular the current 
treatment capacity of each major plant item within the BIWWTP.  This procedure 
helped identify the processes that control the capacity of the plant in terms of 
flows and loadings and allowed specific processes to be targeted to increase the 
overall BIWWTP capacity.  
 
It was acknowledged that there were operational problems with the ATAD B 
train, (currently out of service awaiting refit) but that this was outside the scope of 
this report.  However the functioning of the ATADs is linked to the operation of 
the remainder of the BIWWTP.  As such any solution to upgrade the BIWWTP 
must be reviewed in light of possible affects on the ATAD operation. 

B.3 Malodour Generation 
A brief review was carried out to identify the possible causes of the malodour and 
potential sources of the sulphides/sulphates that led to generation of the odours. 
 
The single largest potential odour source is currently the Facultative Oxidation 
Pond system, but the Clarifier, the ATADs and Chamber C4 also contribute to the 
odour on the site.  Since the 2005 upgrade no odour complaints have been made. 
 
The pond system is subject to variation based on a number of uncontrollable 
factor such as weather conditions.  As such, any upgrade should review the role of 
the ponds, review the pond management plans and facilities, and ensure that 
ample flexibility is available to control the loadings to the ponds at different times 
of the year. 
 
One wastewater contaminant that can have a significant effect on the performance 
of the ponds and on the potential for, malodour generation is Sulphide, and other 
forms of sulphur. 
 
Sulphides are present in the domestic sewage flows in normal levels and in the 
NPI effluent in higher levels. 
 
It should be noted that sulphides can be released as H2S gas when the pH of 
effluent is lowered and that this mechanism could occur within the rising mains 
when the NPI wastes (anaerobic) mixed with domestic sewage.  
 
Malodour generation was considered and generalised areas of concern were 
discussed with regard to any new treatment process, or unit operation.  
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C Design Loads and Flow  
Table E4.1 below shows a summary of the suggested design loads for the 
BIWWTP.  For Nitrogen, phosphorus and Diurnal Peaking additional work is 
recommended to refine the loadings, with the diurnal peak flow being the most 
critical of these issues. 
 

Table E4.1: Summary of the Suggested Loads and Flows 
 

 Current Design 
Capacity 

Projected 
(by NRSBU) 

Suggested Design 

BOD 7947 11569 11500 
TSS 9477 12928 13000 
TKN 750* 1254 1250 
TP 230* 232 230 
Flow (peak) 950 1444 1440 
Flow Average 14000 20276 20250 
Flow Diurnal peak 324 n/a 470 

* based on certain assumptions about distribution within the treatment system. 

D Upgrading Options 
A number of options are available to upgrade the aeration basin to achieve the 
NRSBU immediate goal of increased capacity.  These options can be constructed 
as a staged implementation to suit budgetary and discharge consent limits, and 
there is a logical staging strategy available. 
 
The upgrade options are as follows: 
 
• Option A: Primary Sedimentation 

This upgrade would involve the addition of primary sedimentation with no 
other process changes.  Primary Sedimentation will increase the capacity of 
the facility in terms of BOD5, TSS and slightly in terms of TKN.  The exact 
increase cannot be quantified at present due to insufficient information being 
available regarding the settleable solids fraction of the wastewater streams.  
Typical BOD5 and TSS reductions of 35% and 60% respectively have been 
assumed, and it is recommended that further investigations be carried out to 
allow this to be estimated more accurately.  Reduction of this size would 
reduce the load to the facility to within the capacity of the existing activated 
sludge system.  This option will assist the operation of the Facultative ponds 
by reducing the suspended solids, and it is expected that the ponds would be 
more stable, at slightly increased loads. 
 
Options to further increase the removal in the primary clarification system 
could involve the addition of pre-aeration of the influent prior to the primary 
clarifier, or chemical addition.  
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The primary clarifier will potentially be a source of malodour, and will need to 
be covered, as would a pre-aeration or buffering facility. 

 
• Option B: Extended Aeration - Activated Sludge (EA AS) for BOD and 

TSS removal  
This option is not considered to be an appropriate option. 
 
This upgrade would involve the addition of an additional aeration cell and 
additional aerators to the existing Activated Sludge system.  This will 
generally address the capacity constraints (BOD5 and TSS) but will have little 
beneficial affect on the other downstream processes, and will increase the 
operational costs for the facility.  The process does not give the operational 
flexibility or cost reductions given by the Primary Sedimentation system 
option above.  
 
In addition to the above this upgrade will not allow effective management of 
the nutrient load through the BIWWTP. 

 
• Option C: EA-AS; BOD and N removal 

This involves the conversion of the Activated Sludge system to an EA-AS 
process (as above) with additional of nitrogen removal facilities.  This process 
uses less aeration capacity than the EA-AS BOD removal only process, and 
reduces the total nitrogen loadings in the plant by conversion to nitrogen gas 
within the basin.  This process will be beneficial to the biosolids operation as 
the land application rates will be able to be increased as nitrogen concentration 
in the biosolids is likely to reduce.  The reduction of nitrogen will also reduce 
the risks of non-compliance with the current coastal discharge permit limits.  
Current estimates suggest that the nitrogen discharge may breach the discharge 
consent conditions within 5 years.  In the event that a Primary Sedimentation 
System is installed, it could reduce the necessity for the Nutrient removal 
system, and a primary sedimentation system would in no way compromise the 
installation of this system. 

 
• Option D: EA-AS; BOD, N and P Removal 
 This involves the conversion of the aeration basin to an EA-AS process, with 

both nitrogen and phosphorus removal facilities.  The removal of phosphorus 
is currently not an issue as phosphorus loads are balanced in the FOPs and 
discharge levels are within the current consent limits.  However insufficient 
information is available to accurately estimate future phosphorus loads.  It is 
possible that with the projected growth in loadings to the BIWWTP, 
phosphorus levels could increase to above the allowed mass of Total 
Phosphorus being discharged by 2025. 

  
 It is probable that the discharge will on occasion breach the discharge consent 

limits after about 2015 and on this basis, consideration should be given to 
options for reducing phosphorus in the effluent.  Activated Sludge for 
phosphorus removal is a reasonably well understood process, but there are 
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occasions where the process does not work as well as it planned.  This issue is 
particularly relevant to plants with a significant fraction of industrial wastes, 
and it is therefore recommended that alternative be reviewed as well as 
Biological P removal. 

 
• Option E: EA-AS; BOD, TSS and N removal, Chemical P Removal as 

Required 
This involves the conversion of the aeration basin to an EA-AS process, with 
nitrogen facilities, and the addition of chemical dosing facilities to reduce the 
Phosphorus Levels.  
 

 As discussed in Option 5 above the removal of phosphorus is currently not an 
issue as phosphorus loads are balanced in the FOPs and discharge levels are 
within the current consent limits.  However insufficient information is 
available to accurately estimate future phosphorus loads.  It is possible that 
with the projected growth in loadings to the BIWWTP, phosphorus levels 
could increase to above the mass of Total Phosphorus being discharged by 
2025. 

  
 Chemical precipitation is a very reliable low capital cost, albeit operationally 

expensive Phosphorus removal process.  It is possible that this process will be 
the most appropriate process if intermittent P removal is required, and it is 
recommended that this process be reviewed during the design of the 
BIWWTP. 

 
• Option F: Staged implementation of Option A followed by C and then D 

or E 
 This option is essentially a staged implementation of the various processes as 

and when required.  This option firstly reduces the load to the activated sludge 
system, then upgrades this system over time.  The individual options do not 
reduce the load and therefore have higher operating and maintenance costs.  
The first stage is the installation of a primary clarifier.  
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Table E5.1  
Summary of Options – Advantages and Disadvantages 
 Option Advantages Disadvantages Nett Present 

Value of 
Option 

Operating 
Costs 

Treatment 
Capacity 

Appropriate 
Process 

A New Primary 
Sedimentation  

system 

Very low 
operating cost, 

and maintenance 
cost. 

Control nutrients, and 
only removes 

settleable solids. High 
initial capital cost. 

$4.7m Low Low Yes, if part of 
staged 

approach 

B Extended 
aeration -  
activated 
sludge 

Few Not Nitrogen removal, 
high operating costs 

Not estimated high High for 
BOD, but no 
N removal 

No. 

C EA- AS with 
N removal 

Moderate capital 
expenditure. 

Little potential for 
malodour 

generation. 

No flexibility 
Higher operating costs 

than (A). 
High sludge yield 

High disposal costs. 

$8.9m Moderate Low/ 
Moderate 

Yes 

D EA –AS with 
nitrogen and 
Phosphorus 

removal 

Allows to solve 
all load issues in 

one upgrade. 

High capital cost, and $10.8m Moderate / 
High 

Moderate Yes 

E As for (C) with 
chemical P 

removal 

Highly flexible, 
and can remove as 
little or as much P 

as desired. 
Lower capital cost 

than D 

Increased operation 
costs. 

$11.25m High Moderate Yes 

F Primary 
sedimentation 
followed by 
EA-AS for 

nitrogen 
removal, 

followed by P 
removal 

Greater additional 
capacity, reduced 
operational costs, 
deferred capital 

expenditure. 
Greater certainty 

that stages will get 
correct design 

loads. 

May exceed Consent 
for short period during 

implementation of 
stages. 

$3.6m, followed 
5 years later by 
$3.1m followed 

by $1.8m 
 

Overall NPV of 
8.5m 

Staged with 
growth 

Staged with 
growth 

Yes 

 
*Not feasible due to insufficient capacity. 
 
The rough order of costs of the upgrade options excluding GST but including 
engineering costs and contingencies are as follows: 
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Table E 5.2 Summary of Capital Cost for the Various Options 
 

Optio
n 

Description Cost $ 

 Common Issues 
• Poor screening in the existing screening 

system 
 

• Diurnal peaking potentially adversely 
affecting the existing clarifier 
performance. 

 
• Power supply to site being insufficient to 

support significant additional load 
 

• Review of the discharge capacity for the 
outfall to the Estuary. 

 
• Insufficient Information at present to 

determine the actual Nutrient loads. 
 

• High peak rainfall flows potentially 
affecting the performance of the system. 

 
• Discharge from the BIWWTP being 

rated at a maximum of 25,000 m3 per 
day, and storage of effluent therefore 
being required. 

 

 

~ $0.5M (included in estimates) 

~$1.25 M (0.75m provision in 
estimates)  

 

~$0.5M (included in estimates) 

 
~$0.2M 

 
Part of Design 

 

Part of design 

 

 

Part of design 

A Primary Clarifier system $4.65 Million 

B Modify Activated Sludge System the Extended 
Aeration Activated Sludge System. 

Not estimated 

C Extended Aeration configured for Nitrogen 
removal 

$5.1 Million 

D Extended Aeration configured for Nitrogen and 
Phosphorus removal 

$6.6 Million 

E As for C with Chemical phosphorus removal. $5.9 million 

F Staged Implementation of A, followed by Smaller 
version of C, followed by smaller version of 
either D or E 

$3.75 million, followed 5 years late 
by $3.1 million, followed by $1.7 
million five years after that. 

  
These costs have been prepared as rough order of costs to assist with the 
comparison of options, and more accurate estimates will be prepared during the 
next stages of the planning process.  The cost estimates do not include upgrading 
costs of other downstream processes or repairs to the ATAD, and exclude GST. 
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E Summary and Conclusions 
There are a number of areas within the BIWWTP that recent developments have 
identified as needing additional work, or improvements.  These general 
requirements are list as bullet points below: 
 
• Poor screening in the existing screening system. 
 
• Diurnal peaking potentially adversely affecting the existing clarifier 

performance. 
 
• Power supply to site being insufficient to support significant additional load. 
 
• Review of the discharge capacity for the outfall to the Estuary. 
 
• Insufficient Information at present to determine the actual Nutrient loads. 
 
• High peak rainfall flows potentially affecting the performance of the system. 
 
• Current Outfall capacity insufficient for projected future flows. 
 
• Improved control, flow control and automation of the Regional Pump 

stations. 
 

The above aspects of work were excluded from the recent upgrade.  The 
resolution of the issues that are reasonably important to the correct functioning of 
the Bells Island Facility and as such planning should be made to undertake this 
work in short term.  The costs for some of these items are included in the costs 
estimates, other are not.  Details on the pricing are documented in Section 7 of the 
report. 
 
In terms of increasing the capacity of the facility in response to the revised data 
from the contributors, the following summarises the main options considered in 
this report. 
 
Option A: On its own will not achieve the required targets, but the addition of a 
primary clarifier, is the most cost effective upgrade option that satisfies the 
NRSBU short term objectives.   
 
Option 1 is the most appropriate upgrade as a first stage in the future 
development of the Bells Island facility and will satisfy NRSBUs principle 
objectives. 
 
Option BP: this option is not discussed in detail as it has few advantages, and a 
number of disadvantages. 
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Option 2 is not a viable option unless the coastal discharge permit limits are 
raised.  On the basis of the contributor load estimates, nitrogen levels are likely to 
cause consent breaches with this option. 
 
Option C: or the EA-AS process with nitrogen removal 
 
This option combined with Option A is a comprehensive solution to the capacity 
and nitrogen issues facing the BIWWTP.  It is however more expensive than 
Option A alone. 
 
DWTse consider this option to be the logical stage two of a long term upgrade 
strategy, as this can be design to augment capacity and remove nitrogen in the 
future.  The option does not address phosphorus levels however.  Option F 
summarises DWTse’s recommended staged development strategy. 
 
Option D: The EA-AS process with BOD and full nutrient removal.  
 
This option combined with Option A is a comprehensive solution to the capacity 
and both the nitrogen and phosphorus issues facing the BIWWTP.  It is however 
more expensive than both option A, and option C. 
 
DWTse consider this option to be a logical stage three of a long term upgrade 
strategy, as this can be implemented in the future.  The option specifically 
addresses phosphorus levels to maintain compliance with the discharge to water 
consent, but has more uncertainty with performance than Option E. 
 
Option E: or the EA-AS process designed for BOD, TSS and N removal, and 
using Chemical dosing for phosphorus removal.  
 
This option combined with Option A is a comprehensive solution to the capacity 
and both the nitrogen and phosphorus issues facing the BIWWTP.  It is however 
more expensive than both Option A, and Option C. 
 
DWTse consider this option to be the logical stage three of a long term upgrade 
strategy, as this can be implemented at any time in the future.  The option 
specifically addresses phosphorus levels to maintain compliance with the 
discharge to water consent. 

 
Option F: or the EA-AS process designed for BOD, TSS and N removal, and 
using Chemical dosing for phosphorus removal. 
 
This is a staged implementation of Option A, followed by Option C and after this 
either Option D or E.  This option reduces the Net Present Value of the overall 
system, and allows for additional information to be gathered to refine the designs 
prior to installation.  Overall this approach appears to have few disadvantages 
and many advantages. 
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Implications of the Options to the ATADs and Biosolids Disposal 
The various options have differing effects on the biosolids treatment and disposal 
systems.  In the following summary, only options that are able to meet the overall 
principals’ objectives have been included.  
 
• Option A: The sludge characteristics for the ATADs are not compromised and 

are potentially improved due to the increased high energy primary solids.  The 
sludge volumes are reduced in the AS process.  This leads to potential benefits 
through reduced DAF system use.  The organic nitrogen in the primary solids 
should remain as organic nitrogen and therefore the ratio of nitrogen passing 
to the pond and biosolids will remain similar.  

 
• Option C: The sludge characteristic for this system would depend on whether 

it was installed with or without Option A.  With Option A the effect on 
biosolids would be reasonable manageable, with the high energy primary 
solids reducing the effects of the longer solids residence time and therefore 
reduction in the energy content of the activated sludge biomass.  The inclusion 
of the primary clarifier will  retain a significant portion of the organic nitrogen 
in the solid phase and this would then transfer to the ATADs, therefore the 
concentration of nitrogen in the biosolids would remain similar to that at 
present. 

 
Without Option A, the biomass energy content would be reduced, and this will 
influence the operating temperature of the ATADs.  The significance of this 
reduction is unknown at present.  This option would also result in the nitrogen 
concentration in the biosolids reducing significantly.  Such a reduction would 
allow more biosolids to be disposed, but would potentially reduce the growth 
benefits the trees receive from the biosolids. 
 

• Option D: The sludge characteristic for this system would depend on whether 
it was installed with or without Option A.  With Option A the effect on 
biosolids would be reasonable manageable, with the high energy primary 
solids reducing the effects of the longer solids residence time and therefore 
reduction in the energy content of the activated sludge biomass.  The inclusion 
of the primary clarifier will retain a significant portion of the organic nitrogen 
in the solid phase and this would then transfer to the ATADs, therefore the 
concentration of nitrogen in the biosolids would remain similar to that at 
present.  With Option D however the P content of the wastewater is 
accumulated in the activated sludge biomass and this P will be transferred to 
the Biosolids.  The P content may provide further growth benefit to the trees 
on Rabbit Island.  A negative for this option is the fact that the biomass will 
release the P during the ATAD treatment process, and therefore the Biomass 
will not be able to be dewatered (after ATAD treatment) as this would negate 
the reason for the P removal process. 
 
Without Option A, the biomass energy content would be reduced, and this will 
influence the operating temperature of the ATADs.  The significance of this 
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reduction is unknown at present.  This option would also result in the nitrogen 
concentration in the biosolids reducing significantly, while the P concentration 
increased.  Such a reduction would allow more biosolids to be disposed, and it 
is unknown what the effects would be to the fertiliser value of the biosolids. 
 

• Option E: The sludge characteristic for this system would depend on whether 
it was installed with or without Option A.  With Option A the effect on 
biosolids would be reasonable manageable, with the high energy primary 
solids reducing the effects of the longer solids residence time and therefore 
reduction in the energy content of the activated sludge biomass.  The inclusion 
of the primary clarifier will retain a significant portion of the organic nitrogen 
in the solid phase and this would then transfer to the ATADs, therefore the 
concentration of nitrogen in the biosolids would remain similar to that at 
present.  
 
The removal of the P by chemical precipitation significantly reduces the 
fertiliser value of the phosphorus, and whether the P is in the biomass will 
depend on the positioning of the Chemical addition point.  A potential positive 
aspect of this option is the fact that the biomass will not easily release the P 
during subsequent processing and therefore the biomass will would be able to 
be dewatered (after ATAD treatment) should this be required in future. 
 
Without Option A, the biomass energy content would be reduced, and this will 
influence the operating temperature of the ATADs.  The significance of this 
reduction is unknown at present.  This option would also result in the nitrogen 
concentration in the biosolids reducing significantly, while the P concentration 
increased. Such a reduction would allow more biosolids to be disposed, and it 
is unknown what the effects would be to the fertiliser value of the biosolids. 

 
• Option F: Staged Implementation of A followed by C followed by either D or 

E. 
 

The effects on the biosolids for this option are discussed as components of 
each of the options included as stages of Option F 

F Recommendations 
It is recommended that in order to achieve the objectives as outlined in the brief, 
that the NRSBU: 
 
• Proceeds with further investigation to assemble data for the design of a 

primary clarification system, and incorporates into this investigation a 
review of the regional pump stations, and diurnal peaking issues, to ensure 
integration of these with the primary clarifier upgrade. 

 
• Agree in principle to implementing the general work common to all options; 

such as improving the regional pump station control and monitoring, 
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improving screening of rag at the inlet to Bells Island.  It is suggested that 
these items can be progressed at this time as they are independent of the 
upgrade to the facility, and are common-to-all options. 

 
• Adopts in principle that the most suitable short term upgrading option for the 

BIWWTP is stage 1 of Option F, the addition of a primary clarifier and 
ancillary works.  It is recommended that these be adopted on the basis of the 
estimated rough order-of cost of $3.75 million excluding GST. 

 
• Commissions a design report for the primary clarifier upgrade that identifies 

and refines the costs of the proposed upgrade, and includes a likely 
implementation programme.  Part of this strategy should include testing 
work to identify the effect of this upgrade on the Nitrogen and Phosphorus 
level through the BIWWTP.  

 
• Adopts in principle a long term treatment development strategy based on 

Option F, a staged implementation – as required – of the following steps: 
 

1. Installation of a Primary Clarifier, and as necessary solutions to the 
common issues. 

2. Following installation of the primary clarifier, and at a time where 
nutrient reductions are required, alters the treatment process to Option F 
stage 2, Extended Aeration- Activated Sludge with Biological Nitrogen 
Removal, 

3. If required in future; add Phosphorus removal based on either option D 
or E. 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant 2006 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant 2007, with 
NWWTP sludge added 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant – 2007, 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of soluble nitrogen from the Biosolids 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant – 2009 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary 

clarifier
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant – 2012 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Flow through the plant – 2025 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic, Biochemical Oxygen Demand - 2006 
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Mass Balance Schematic BOD – 2007, NWWTP sludge added 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of BOD through the plant – 2007, 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of soluble nitrogen from the Biosolids 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of BOD through the plant – 2009 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary clarifier 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of BOD through the plant – 2012 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of BOD through the plant – 2025 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant 2006 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant 2007, NWWTP 
sludge added 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant – 2007, 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of soluble nitrogen from the Biosolids 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant – 2009 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary clarifier 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant – 2012 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of COD through the plant – 2025 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of TSS through the plant 2006 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of TSS through the plant 2007, NWWTP 
sludge added 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of TSS through the plant – 2007, 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of soluble nitrogen from the Biosolids 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of TSS through the plant – 2009 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary clarifier 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of TSS through the plant – 2012 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of TSS through the plant – 2025, 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant - 2006 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant – 2007, 
NWWTP sludge added 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant – 2007, 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of soluble nitrogen from the Biosolids 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant – 2009 
NWWTP sludge added and diversion of nitrogen and primary clarifier 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant – 2012 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological 

nitrogen removal in activated sludge system 
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Mass Balance Schematic outlining the path of Nitrogen through the plant – 2025 
NWWTP sludge added, diversion of nitrogen, primary clarifier and Biological nitrogen 

removal in activated sludge system 
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